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ABSTRACT
Filters are an essential part of telecommunications and radar systems and are key
items in the performance and cost of such systems, especially in the increasingly
congested spectrum. There has been a particularly marked growth in the cellular
communications industry in recent years.  This has contributed to both very
demanding performance specifications for filters and the commercial pressures for
low cost, high volume and quick delivery. Through an investigation into and a
subsequent implementation of filter theory, the techniques to produce optimal filter
performance for a class of filters are developed in this thesis.
This thesis presents an entire design process for filter synthesis of narrow to moderate
bandwidth filters, from an investigation of the basic theory through to the
development of a generalised synthesis program. This program is an exact design
method based on the concept of a matrix representation of coupling coefficients. The
outline of the processes required to implement this method have been obtained from a
paper by Cameron[1]. To develop the program, Cameron’s summary of the filter
synthesis method has been expanded in detail, using further mathematical derivations
to produce a Matlab program for generalised Chebyshev filter synthesis.
A description of how to transpose the obtained mathematical results to the physical
filter structure is included and a filter has been designed and made to specifications
using the synthesis program. The process of tuning the filter via the group delay
method, using results obtained mathematically is detailed. The overall process is
verified by the results obtained from the physical filter.
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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Demands on Filter Performance
In recent years, there has been an increasing emphasis on improving filter
performance, fuelled largely by the economics of the expanding demand for
telecommunications. Evidence of this in Australia can be seen at the national level. In
the year 2000 budget, the government claimed that there will be a $2.8 billion surplus.
Much of the money for this is coming from the sale of “free space”, or, specifically,
the commercial ownership of spectrum allocations [2]. In this case, the government
will sell to private companies the use of spectrum in frequency ranges from around
2GHz – 30GHz. It is very likely that this spectrum will be sold in blocks. Each block
of spectrum must be free from interference and not cause interference to other blocks.
One way to ensure that channels would be free from interference was to allocate a
dead zone between channels and these channels would be relatively easily separated
with filters, as shown in figure 1.1. However, today, companies will be paying in the
order of  $200 000 per annum for a block of mobile spectrum 50MHz-100MHz wide,
in the 5GHz-8.5GHzMHz range [3]. Therefore, too much revenue is lost if the
“protection zone” is not used.  5MHz of bandwidth for example is equivalent to 500-
2600 phone calls, depending on the type of modulation used.  Therefore, much
sharper filters are required as illustrated in figure 1.2, to provide isolation between
closely spaced frequencies.
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Figure 1.1: Allocation of a “dead zone” between channels
Figure 1.2: These sharper filters can be realised using more sophisticated methods of
design, derived from a solid mathematical basis.
1.2 Motivation for Topic
The motivation behind the development of a filter synthesis program as a thesis topic
was initially promoted by the necessity for improved filter performance, which can be
derived from an exact synthesis method, and also for increased efficiency of design.
An efficient design process is required in a competitive commercial environment,
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especially when orders for filters with different specifications are presented and rapid
design and manufacturing is essential.
However, the thesis development process has highlighted the complexity of the
literature describing the methods involved in filter design. The information available
on exact methods has been written for other experts in the field and there is little
explanation provided by authors as to how to apply results obtained from synthesis
procedures to actual physical filters.
In particular, there is an absence of a coherent and complete design process, which
starts from the theory and describes the synthesis procedure, application to a physical
filter and the tuning process. This thesis is also a useful contribution, not only in the
development of the synthesis program, but that an entire and coherent method of filter
design is presented that can be clearly followed and implemented.
1.3 Aim of Thesis
The ultimate aim of this thesis is to produce a fully working, generalised program
implemented from theory, which synthesises a generalised Chebyshev filter network
to meet a given specification. However, as derived from the motivation for the topic, a
broader emphasis has developed. The complexity of the mathematics involved in the
theory combined with the multitude of diverse and incomplete articles has driven the
vision to create a comprehensive and coherent piece of literature that is a definitive
summary of the entire filter design process for a certain class of filter.
Much of the work dedicated to filter synthesis is incomplete in the sense that it
assumes an expert background knowledge, including extensive experience and
research based knowledge, coupled with the theory. This is illustrated by the fact that
it is very difficult to obtain information as to how to apply the theory to physical filter
structure. Additionally, there is a prominent group of authors responsible for much the
work done in the area, which helps to perpetuate the complex and compacted structure
of the articles and the focus on a narrow target audience.
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The thesis presented can in effect be used as a reference manual for the design of
generalised Chebyshev filters using a program which implements an exact technique.
A general background to filters is provided and the mathematics derived is detailed in
the thesis to promote an understanding of the techniques involved in solving for a
filter network. The thesis is, however, ultimately a summary, as each individual
chapter could itself practically produce a thesis if investigated fully.
Overall, this thesis willenable engineers without years of experience in the field, to
quickly learn the process of design and some of the theory behind it. This may also
encourage a more widespread interest in the area, to promote a broadened expertise
base in the area of microwave engineering.
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2.0 Thesis Achievements
The Matlab program for filter synthesis presented in this thesis, based on the coupling
matrix concept, has required a thorough understanding of filter theory as well as
mathematical techniques. Specifically, the following has been researched and
implemented;
· Polynomial method for synthesising transfer and reflection functions.
· Derivation of driving point functions of matched networks
· Network Synthesis to construct an ortho normalised coupling matrix to
represent the coupling between resonators
· Reduction procedure for coupling matrix
· Process to generate element values of the filter and frequency
transformations using the reduced coupling matrix.
To then make a physical filter required the following;
· Choosing an appropriate filter structure based on response required.
· Using an approximation method to translate mathematical couplings to
physical structure
· Implementing the group delay tuning method [28] to precisely tune the filter
· Comparison of amplitude and group delay response of physical filter with
theory
The comparison of the response obtained from the physical filter with theory has
required an explanation of the following;
· Approximations involved between the LC resonator model and physical
realisation
· The effect of loss on filter performance
· Implications of loss and physical parameters on the “exact model” of filter
synthesis.
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A flowchart of the overall process of the filter design and tuning to verify the theory is
included below;
2.1 Thesis Structure
The thesis presents an entire process for filter design of narrow to moderate
bandwidth filters to exact specifications. Chapter 3 discusses the nature of the existing
literature available on filter synthesis and identifies a number of the significant
contributions made since 1939. The basic theory relevant to the thesis has been
presented in Chapter 4, which provides a general background to filter synthesis.
Chapter 5 continues on from this and discusses the existing methods for designing
filters and establishes the weaknesses and limitations of the optimisation method. The
theory for the exact filter synthesis method, which has been implemented in a Matlab
Select
Response
Derive Network
Values
Simulate
Response
Make Physical
Filter
Set Network Values to
Specified
Theory Confirmed by Measurement
“Exact”
“Approximate
  “Exact”
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program is detailed in Chapter 6, along with the independent mathematical derivations
which have been performed.
The program implementation is discussed in Chapter 7, which basically outlines the
process required to realise a filter from specifications. Chapters 8 and 9 give a number
of synthesis examples, which verify the process implemented and effectively illustrate
the advantages of the exact method. The filter response synthesised in Chapter 9 is
realised in physical form and Chapter 10 provides a discussion on physical filter
structures and an argument for the structure selected to realise the response
synthesised. The dimensions of the filter structure are also determined in this chapter.
Chapter 11 provides the mathematics of the tuning process for the filter, relating the
synthesised coupling matrix for the network to the group delay values required for
tuning. Chapter 12 then discusses the actual tuning of the physical filter and Chapter
13 follows on from this and details the responses obtained from the tuned physical
filter. The discussion in Chapter 13, which compares the physical response to the
ideal simulation, obtained in Superstar using the synthesised network, precedes the
methodology review in Chapter 14. This review basically discusses the limitations of
the model as highlighted  by the discrepancies between the physical model and ideal
simulation. Chapter 16 follows on from the conclusion of Chapter 15 and details
future areas of work that may be undertaken.
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3.0 Literature Review
The discipline of filter theory is complicated, with a solid mathematical basis, and has
extensive literature dedicated to describing the numerous alternative approaches and
methods that can be implemented to realise particular filter functions. The derivation
and description of exact methods for filter synthesis goes back to the 1960’s and
1970’s. The papers published during and since this time are often hard to follow, and
therefore apply, and present a lot of high level maths very briefly. Additionally, few
have taken their work from the abstract theory stage to the actual filter physical design
of the filter. This combined with the often different approaches each author has to
similar processes makes the overall area somewhat incoherent.
Darlington, in 1939 developed the basic process of filter synthesis [4], and Cauer[5]
firstly identified the important filtering properties to produce optimum filters.
Cohn[6] developed the coupled-cavity structure for waveguide filters to realise a
physical filter at microwave frequencies. Reiter[7] outlined an equivalent circuit to
describe the physical structure and since this time there have been numerous articles
published on methods developed to solve this structure. J.D Rhodes [8,9], A.E Atia
and A.E. Williams[10,11], Dishal [12], Alseyab [13] are key figures responsible for
much of the literature on filter synthesis since 1950. Many of the methods described
use improved mathematical techniques to implement the Darlington synthesis method,
described in the 1939 paper [4]. The articles are written for other experts in the field,
and presume a solid background and understanding of the theory. The theory outlined
briefly in these papers is detailed in several books, two of the most useful references
being ‘Microwave Filters, Impedance Matching Networks and Coupling Structures’
(Matthaei,Young and Jones [14]), and ‘Introduction to Modern Network Synthesis’
(Valkenburg [15] ).
A reasonable summary and adaptation of the synthesis methods developed over the
last 40 years is a paper by Richard Cameron ‘General Coupling Matrix Synthesis
Methods for Chebyshev Filtering Functions’[1]. His paper offers a generalised
approach of the current technique of generating transfer polynomials and solving for
the filter function. The paper effectively follows the Darlington procedure combined
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with the improved mathematical techniques of synthesis. Although his processes are
largely based on the coupling matrix model developed by Atia and Williams [10,11],
the paper is more general in that it can be applied to the asymmetric case and to singly
and doubly terminated networks. That is, the method produces filter networks for any
type of filter function including;
“ 1) even and odd degree
2) prescribed transmission and/or group-delay equalisation zeros
3) Asymmetric or symmetric characteristics
4) singly or doubly terminated networks. ”[1]
The generalised approach adopted by Cameron has been facilitated by the huge
improvements in computing power and software, making it possible to more easily
derive solutions.
The program implemented for this thesis uses the work done by Cameron as a guide
only and several serious mistakes were found in the paper. These mistakes critically
made the process very hard to apply and were identified only after deriving the results
independently. Also, the paper often only explained in brief what needed to be done
and extensive research of mathematical techniques and filter theory was required in
order to implement the generalised method.
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4.0 Background Theory
Filters perhaps represent the most successful application of mathematics in electrical
engineering. The circuit theory approach to filter design was developed during the
1930’s to the 1950’s. By 1960 it was possible to generate, quite precisely, via
networks of standard elements, mathematically defined filter functions [16]. The
Butterworth, or maximally flat polynomial was the first to be solved. This function
could be accurately generated by building a network from specified inductor and
capacitor values. This was followed by the Chebyshev, which generally has proved to
be the most useful, along with a range of other functions for somewhat specialised
applications. By 1960, the complex elliptic (Cauer) function had been solved and
tabulated for specific cases[16].
The massive increase in computer processing power over the last few decades, has, in
principle, liberated designers from following these particular functions, since a much
wider range of functions can now be synthesised with computer programs.
Furthermore, it is only in recent years that very demanding responses can no longer be
adequately realised by one of the well known polynomials. Therefore, restricting filter
design to one of these specific functions is now a significant constraint.
The Second World War saw the first major application of filter theory and
technology, in radar systems. Filter techniques developed further with the
infrastructure of transcontinental microwave links, installed during the 1950’s and
1960’s [17]. The next major advance in microwave filter technology was driven by
the satellite revolution. Not only were very precise filtering functions needed for multi
channel satellites to operate efficiently, but the size, weight and environmental
constraints on satellite hardware demanded that the maximum performance be
extracted both from filter theory and physical realisation.
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In more recent years, the massive growth in cellular systems has brought another
revolution in microwave filters, with volume manufacturing adding cost minimisation
and manufacturing repeatability to the requirements for optimum performance[18].
4.1 Theory of Microwave Filter Design
Microwave filter technology has developed into a separate discipline simply because
the wavelength of electromagnetic energy at microwave frequencies is comparable in
size to the conventional inductor(L) and capacitor(C) elements used in filter networks.
This means that the approximation that these elements are “lumped”, that is, that the
electromagnetic wave shows no variation in phase with position along the elements,
begins to break down. At microwave frequencies, the circuit elements no longer
approximate their ideal representation and the circuit may radiate, exhibit significant
resistive loss and have internal resonances. The frequency range of LC elements can
be extended by reducing their physical size, but this also increases the loss. This
restricts the application of LC elements to a limited range of wide band filter
responses.
Microwave bandpass and bandstop filters are generally based on the concept of a
physical resonator which is the approximate equivalent of a conventional LC
resonator around the resonant frequency. The representation of a distributed resonator
by an LC circuit, although only approximate, is very good over a restricted frequency
range. This allows for microwave filter design to be based on techniques widely used
for lower frequency filters and when applied within its limitations yields accurate
results.
A transformation technique has been developed, [14] which enables a filter
network to have only one type of resonator. This is the inverter transformation method
and this process is a good approximation for narrow band filters with a relative
bandwidth of up to 20%, depending on the resonator type and physical inverter
(where relative bandwidth= f/f0). From about 500MHz – 100GHz, filters are often
realised by coupling these resonators together. The resonators can be in shunt or
series. Shunt resonators are generally connected by admittance inverters, and series
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resonators are connected by impedance inverters. A coupling network with shunt
resonators is shown in figure 4.1, below. A number of coupling circuits are given in
figure 4.2, including the shunt, or pi, circuit, which would typically be used to couple
the resonators together in figure 4.1
w0(LC)1/2 =1
Figure 4.1: Inverter coupled resonator circuit
Figure 4.2: Coupling circuits a) shunt inductive coupling, b) shunt capacitive
coupling, c) series inductive coupling, d) series capacitive coupling
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
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4.1.1 Chebyshev Response
These coupling networks can be made to follow a Chebyshev response when set to the
appropriate values, derived mathematically from specifications of return loss, centre
frequency and bandwidth. A standard Chebyshev function can approximate a
response that passes frequencies from F1 – F2 and achieves a specified level of
attenuation (rejection) at F0 and F3. See figure 4.3.
Figure 4.3: Standard Chebyshev Response
The equations for deriving the element values for the equivalent circuit as well as the
equations that describe a basic Chebyshev filter are given below. The g values are
tabulated in circuit theory books [14];
Amplitude Characteristics for a lowpass nth order Chebyshev filter function are as
follows[14];
F1
F2
S21 (dB)
FrequencyF0 F4
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Where  is a constant related to the ripple, LAR by;
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(log10 -=
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and, w is the frequency(rad) and w1 = 1, the equi-ripple band edge
The equiripple Chebyshev characteristic is highlighted in Figure 4.4.
Figure 4.4: Chebyshev response showing equiripple characteristics
Thus, if the centre frequency(w0), bandwidth(w), number of resonators(n) and
insertion loss(LAR) (ripple) is specified, then plots of the transmission response and
return loss is fully defined, where the reflection function can be determined from the
relationship;
1221
2
11 =+ SS         for the lossless case.
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To calculate the inverter values between resonators for the bandpass equivalent
circuit;
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w = bandwidth (rad)
w = centre frequency (rad)
g = coefficients of Chebyshev polynomial.
J = the admittance
Z0 = input impedance (normally 50)
The values for a shunt resonator are given by;
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The values for a series resonator are given by;
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4.2 Generalised Chebyshev Response
As filter design is becomes more demanding, the basic Chebyshev polynomial is often
no longer adequate. The generalised Chebyshev polynomial is now often used. This
polynomial function can be realised using “cross couplings” between resonators. The
generalised Chebyshev amplitude response is given by the following equation (for the
low pass prototype)[13];
S21(w) = 
þ
ý
ü
î
í
ì
-
-
-+= - ])
1
([cosh)1(cosh1)( 2/1
22
0
2
0122
ww
w
wNwL e
Where the transmission zeros are of order N-1 at w = +/-w0 and one at infinity.
These cross couplings, which are basically additional couplings between non-adjacent
resonators can be made, (in the case of an inductive inverter coupled network),
negative (capacitive) or positive (inductive) and can add transmission “zeros” or
“poles” to the response.
A basic Chebyshev filter response is given in Figure 4.5, for comparison with a
general Chebyshev. The equivalent circuit for this filter, an 8 resonator inverter
coupled structure, was drawn using the industrial simulation and synthesis program,
Superstar, is given in the Appendix 1 (a).
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Figure 4.5: Basic Chebyshev Response for an 8 resonator design with a centre
frequency of 1800MHz and a bandwidth of 100MHz.
Adding real transmission zeros (in the real frequency variable, w) can increase the
filter rolloff. The equivalent circuit for this realising this response has a negative
(capacitive), symmetrical cross coupling, between resonators 3 and 6. This circuit,
simulated using Superstar, is given in the Appendix, 1(b). The corresponding
generalised Chebyshev response in figure 4.6, (with a centre frequency of 1800MHz
and a bandwidth of 100MHz) has two nulls as a result of this cross coupling. A simple
block diagram is shown in figure 4.7, which represents the coupling between
resonators, to illustrate the addition of the cross coupling.
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Figure 4.6: The amplitude response of a generalised Chebyshev filter – addition of a
pair of nulls.
Figure 4.7: Block diagram of the coupling between resonators for the addition of the
two nulls for the filter – positive arrows represent positive couplings and the negative
arrow between 2 and 7 represents a negative coupling.
The addition of a pole (imaginary or complex values in w), can change the transfer
function group delay, which is the time energy takes to travel through the filter. This
is shown in figure 4.8, which compares the original Chebyshev group delay with the
generalised Chebyshev group delay. The equivalent circuit for this response, with a
positive cross coupling, has been drawn using Superstar and is given in Appendix 1
(c). The block diagram representation is shown in 4.9.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of Chebyshev Group delay with Generalised Chebyshev
Group delay.
Chebyshev Group
Delay
Generalised Chebyshev
Group Delay
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Figure 4.9: Block diagram of the coupling between resonators for realising a flat
group delay for the filter response. All couplings, including the cross coupling
between resonators 3 and 6, are positive.
With a single negative cross coupling, increasing the filter rejection will in general
increase the group delay variation and flattening the group delay (positive cross
coupling) will reduce the rejection. To simultaneously increase rejection and flatten
the group delay requires more complex cross coupling.
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5.0 Design Methods for Generalised Chebyshev Filters
5.1 Transfer Function Group Delay
The methods for designing filters to meet particular group delay specifications are
well established. A flat group delay is particularly important for narrowband
communications systems, including analog satellites, and exact mathematical
solutions have been derived and tabulated, for so called linear phase filters [19].
However, the addition of transmission nulls is somewhat more complicated.
5.2 An Approximation Method
There are a number of approaches for designing Generalised Chebyshev filters,
particularly for increasing rejection, that is adding transmission zeros. For relatively
basic structures, it is often possible to start with a Chebyshev, add cross couplings
based on experience and then run an analysis and optimisation program to get close to
the required response. Levy, [25], gives a simple approximation method for this
technique. However, this method is inefficient and it is hard to design for more
complex structures, including asymmetric responses (i.e. one null), flattening group
delay in addition to adding nulls, and for generating more than 1 pair of nulls (Elliptic
filter function).
Preliminary investigations to determine the effect of the addition of cross couplings to
a filter network have been tabulated in Table 5.1. An even symmetry of cross
coupling indicates that there are an even number of resonators between the cross
coupled resonators.  For a 10 resonator design for example, a symmetrical cross
coupling would be between resonators 4 and 7, and an asymmetrical between
resonators 4 and 6. An asymmetric filter response causes each resonator to be slightly
shifted in frequency, called the frequency offset.
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The results in Table 5.1 are for an inverter coupled design, with inductive couplings
and therefore a negative cross-coupling is capacitive and a positive cross-coupling is
inductive.
TABLE 5.1: Effect of Various Cross Couplings on a Filter Network.
SIGN OF CROSS
COUPING
SYMMETRY OF
CROSS
COUPLING
Response
Positive Even Flattens Group
delay (S21)
Negative Even 2 symmetrical nulls
Positive Odd 1 null on the higher
frequency side of
response
Negative Odd 1 null on lower
frequency side of
response
More complicated results, with multiple cross-couplings were also observed. For
example, for a 10 resonator design, a negative cross coupling between resonators 3
and 8 and a positive cross coupling between resonators 4 and 7 adds two, symmetrical
nulls and flattens the group delay. Reversing the sign of the two cross couplings does
not however give the same result. This response was obtained by adjusting the value
of the cross couplings until the desired result was evident.
To design to actual specified parameters of rejection and group delay is difficult as the
circuit is very sensitive to small changes in couplings and it is therefore very time
consuming. In addition, asymmetric responses require resonant frequencies of the
resonators in the vicinity of the cross couplings to, to be optimised, which further
complicates the design procedure.
5.3 Coupling Matrix Model
Atia and Williams [10] have published numerous works, deriving solutions for filter
functions based on the coupling matrix model. This coupling matrix model has been
adapted by Cameron [1] to solve for generalised filter functions. The synthesis of a
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narrow-bandpass filter, using the coupling matrix approach to solve for an 8 resonator
network was published by Atia and Williams in 1972 [10]. This paper is hard to
follow as it is very high level maths presented very briefly. Two equivalent matrices,
both representing the network, were derived in the paper. One of the coupling
matrices is presented in figure 5.1.
 0 1.0902          0          -0.1969
Me =    1.0922          0 0.7492                  0
           0 0.7492            0.0108           0.5331
 - 0.1969          0  0.5331         -0.5568
Figure 5.1: One of the Coupling Matrices given by Atia and Williams[10]
This 4x4 matrix describes the couplings between resonators for an 8 resonator filter
design, where the resonators 1-4 in effect mirror the resonators 5-8. For example, the
element m(4,4) in the matrix represents the coupling between resonators 4 and 5.
Element m(1,2) represents the coupling between resonators 1 and 2 and 7 and 8.
(Note that the matrix is symmetrical around the diagonal axis)
The following equations have been derived [14], which convert between these
coupling matrix values and the resonant frequency of each of the couplings in the
equivalent circuit, for an inverter coupled inverter network.
The coupling coefficient, kij, is calculated as follows;
matrixthefromvaluecouplingM
radbandwidthw
radfrequencycentrew
w
w
Mk
ij
ijij
=
=D
=
D
=
)(
)(0
0
To convert from the coupling value in the matrix, M to J, the admittance of the
couplings;
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Z0 = input impedance of network
For inductive pi couplings;
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ij p
N =  the number of resonators
A more detailed derivation of these equations is given in Chapter 6.
Then, for a centre frequency of 3975MHz and bandwidth 37MHz (the values for the
filter in  [10]), using these equations,(where w = 2f) the inductor values of the
couplings from the corresponding matrix elements can be calculated, for an inverter
coupled resonator design. These calculations are given in table 5.2, below.
Table 5.2 : Inductor values of Couplings calculated from Matrix elements
MATRIX
VALUE
INDUCTOR
VALUE
M12 = 1.09022 125.59nH
M23 = 0.7497 182.76nH
M34  =0.53306 256.86nH
M45 = 0. 5568 245.906nH
M14 = -0.1968 -695.3nH
M36 = 0.010801126.67nH
Note that a negative inductor value indicates a negative (i.e. capacitive) cross
coupling must be used in the actual filter
From the matrix, elements m(1,4) and m(3,6) are non-zero. This indicates that there
are cross couplings between resonators 1-4, 5-8 and 3-6. These produce the 4 nulls as
shown in figure 11. This circuit was simulated using Superstar and response is classed
as an elliptic filter function. The response can be scaled for any centre frequency and
bandwidth (for any bandwidth within the limitations such that it is still approximated
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by the model. Therefore, by solving for this one example, the filter is applicable at all
frequencies because it is the ratio between the elements that is important. The
response is given in figure 5.2
Figure 5.2: Elliptic Response generated from the coupling matrix given in Figure 5.1
A table of comparative performance of the filters presented is given in below which
illustrates the improved rejection performance of the filter by the addition of cross
couplings.
Table 5.3: Table of Comparative Performance of the Three Filters Simulated. The
Rejection is Measured at the Same Frequency Offset From the Passband, of 10MHz.
Filter Rejection(dB)
Chebyshev 15dB
Generalised
Chebyshev
with 2 nulls
22dB
Elliptic 55dB
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6.0 Developing the Generalised Program for Exact
Filter Synthesis
The symmetric response generated for an 8 resonator design, using the 4x4 coupling
matrix may be sufficient for many applications. However, in an increasingly
competitive environment, it is important to have a more flexible design process. For
example, often high rejection is only required on one side of the filter and by placing
only one null, it is possible to get deeper rejection than with a pair. Also, very precise
specifications may be required for placement of nulls and flatness of group delay,
which is difficult to achieve with optimisation.
The paper published by Richard Cameron [1] in 1999 outlines the general coupling
matrix synthesis method for generalised Chebyshev filtering functions. Using some of
the steps outlined in Cameron’s paper combined with network and filter theory, a
general program has been developed to generate the exact solution for the element
values of a filter given initial parameters. Mathematical derivations used in the
network synthesis which have been obtained from various articles are referenced
appropriately and any independent derivations and work is detailed.
Cameron’s methodology is based on the Darlington synthesis procedure, which
performs the following broad steps [16];
1. Determine the reflection and transmission coefficients, S11(s) a d S21(s)
2. From the reflection coefficient, and the value of input impedance, R,
determine the input impedance Z11(s)
3. From Z11(s), synthesise a network which may or may not contain ideal
transformers
Note; In the method described by Cameron, the network contains ideal transformers.
Cameron describes the implementation as requiring three basic steps;
1. Network Synthesis
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2. Generating a Matrix which represents the N element network
3. Matrix Reduction to a form which represents the coupling between elements
The network synthesis procedure replicates the basic Darlington method, combined
with a polynomial representation of the transfer and reflection functions. Cameron’s
technique for generating the matrix is a more elegant and general form of the method
developed by Atia and Williams [10]. The final step of matrix reduction is based on
matrix manipulation techniques, which has been frequently applied to reduce coupling
matrices since the 1970’s [11].
These three steps have been implemented in the program, which is comprised of two
main parts; network synthesis and matrix generation and reduction. This has required
an extensive amount of independent mathematical derivation from network theory,
which is detailed. The program also goes a step further, in that the matrix values are
transformed into the element values of the filter for an inverter coupled structure. For
asymmetric responses, the frequency offset is also calculated. Thus, the mathematical
response is related to the physical structure.
The program generates an exact solution for the element values of the filter for the
following designs;
· 4 to 8 resonators (can be extended if required)
· asymmetric or symmetric characteristics:
§ prescribed transmission nulls = 1 – 4 nulls
§ prescribed flattening of group delay (group delay equalisation
zeros)
§ flat group delay + 1 null
§ flat group delay  + 2 nulls
· for fast generation of basic Chebyshev filter design (all poles at infinity)
The program has a maximum of 4 prescribed transmission zeros. However, the
program can be easily extended to accommodate more than 4 nulls. The zeros
prescribed must be symmetrical around the imaginary axis in the s-plane and group
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delay equalisation zeros are always in pairs. The transfer function will realise a
maximum N-2 finite frequency transmission zeros. (where N is the total number of
zeros (finite + zeros at infinity) = the total number of resonators )
6.1 Network Synthesis Procedure
The synthesis procedure works in two variables, w and s where s = jw. The real
frequency variable, w is easier to work with for the latter stages of the method, but it
is necessary to use the complex frequency variable s to apply particular mathematical
techniques to the equations (i.e. the Hurwitz condition).
6.1.1 Polynomial Synthesis
Consider a lossless, two port filter network, as shown in figure 1, with normalised
load and source impedances of 1ohm. This is a low pass network, with N intercoupled
resonators. The S parameters of the function are as follows;
1
1
11 )( a
b
wS =
2
2
22 )( a
b
wS =
2
1
12 )( a
b
wS =
1
2
21 )( a
b
wS =         [20]
Where w is related to the complex frequency variable , s, by s = jw.
And     a1  = incident wave at port 1,b1 = reflected wave at port 1
a2 = incident wave at port 2,b2 = reflected wave at port 2
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The incident and reflected waves can be considered to be Nth degree polynomials.
Therefore, the transfer and reflection functions can be considered as a ratio of two
polynomials of degree N, where N is the number of resonators [1]
)(
)(
11 wE
wF
S
N
N=                ....………………6.1
)(
)(
21 wE
wP
S
N
N
e
= ………………….6.2
Where  is a constant which controls the level of the ripple in the passband (insertion
loss),  and normalises S21 to the equiripple level.
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For a lossless network, S112+ S212= 1 and therefore
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This formula for S12^2, given in the paper by Cameron can be used to ultimately
derive FN(w), PN(w) and EN(w). However, Cameron only describes how to determine
the FN(w) polynomial. This recursive technique to generate FN(w), below is derived in
another paper written by Cameron [21]. This equation, given below, is easily
programmed using Matlab.
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Where 2/121 )1( -= ww
and wn are the low-pass transmission zeros of the response.
The polynomial representing FN(w) is of degree N, and it is in terms of the frequency
variable w only, as the w1 term cancels out. The number of prescribed finite
transmission zeros must be of order no greater than N-2, such that the filter can be
physically realised. The remaining zeros must be placed at infinity and the recursive
technique implemented from n=1 up to N.
Additionally, all prescribed zeros must be symmetrical about the imaginary axis of the
s-plane such that FN(w) and PN(w) are purely real.[21]
The next polynomial, PN(w) can be generated from two equations given in the paper
Cameron for CN(w).  The first expression [equation 7, [1]], considers CN(w) in terms
of w and w1 (7). By comparison with the identity for CN(w) in equation 6.3, the
denominator of CN(w) is PN(w), and therefore  PN(w) can be derived;
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N
n
N w
wwP 1)(
1
To solve for EN(w) is somewhat more complicated and is achieved using the
properties of Hurwitz polynomials. The Hurwitz polynomial has roots with all
negative real parts, has purely positive polynomial coefficients, and has no missing
(or zero) coefficients. Utilising the Hurwitz condition requires working in the
complex frequency variable s.
Firstly, consider the transfer function of the network, written in terms of s;
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Where, for a lossless network; |S212(s)  <=1
In order for this system to be stable, the poles of S21(s) (r ots of EN(s) ), must have
purely negative real parts in the s-plane, that is, be located on the left hand side of the
imaginary axis. Also, the poles on the imaginary axis must be simple (no multiple
poles). For a symmetrical response, the denominator polynomial, EN(s) is Hurwitz,
with purely positive coefficients and with roots located symmetrically around the real
axis. To obtain an asymmetric filter function (with asymmetric nulls or only one null
instead of a pair), EN(s) will have complex coefficients and is therefore not strictly
Hurwitz. However, the polynomial still has all its roots in the left hand of the s-plane
(although not positioned symmetrically around the real axis) and all poles are simple.
The imaginary parts of the polynomial coefficients represent the frequency offset of
the resonators, caused by the asymmetry of the network.
To derive EN(w), consider equation 6.3,  for S212(w). Manipulations on this equation
involve finding the roots corresponding to EN(w) and converting them to the s-plane,
and solving for the condition of stability, where all roots of EN(s) are in the left hand
plane.
The S212(w) function, as given in equation 6.3 has poles symmetrically placed around
the imaginary axis of the jw-plane. By expanding the denominator of equation 6.3, it
can be expressed as the product of two polynomials; (1 + jCN(w)) and (1 -
jC N(w)). The substitution of the identity ;
)(
)(
)(
wP
wF
wC
N
N
N =
gives the denominator polynomials as (PN(w) +jF N(w)) and (PN(w) – jF N(w)). The
roots of these polynomial create a circle of poles of S212(w), around the jw axis.
The roots of (PN(w) +jF N(w)) will contain the complementary roots to (PN(w) –
jF N(w)), placed alternately and symmetrically on the left hand side and right hand
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side of the jw axis. Therefore, it is necessary to obtain the roots of only one of these
expressions. In order to convert the expression to the s-plane and solve for EN(s), the
roost must be multiplied by ‘j’. The positive real parts of these roots can then be
reflected about the imaginary axis to give the roots of EN(s). This will then satisfy the
condition necessary for stability, that the real parts of all the roots are negative. EN(w)
can easily be obtained by equating the polynomial of the roots of EN(s), and then
multiplying by -j, to convert back to the w plane (s=jw).
Now that all three polynomials have been obtained, these can be related to the driving
point admittance function of the network.
6.1.2 Synthesis of Driving Point Functions for the Double-Terminated Case
The method presented by Cameron relates the driving point impedance function to the
S parameter polynomials and then separates the result into even and odd parts. This
procedure is taken directly from [15] and some of the theory is given below as it is
necessary to describe part of the procedure which has been independently developed.
The driving point impedance function Z11(s), can be derived from the expressions for
the open-circuit impedance and admittance functions for the two port network, shown
in figure 6.1. For this network, the load resistor is normalised to 1. Therefore, the
driving point impedance (ratio of V1 to I1) expression is [15];
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for the network given in figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Two port network terminated in a resistor, R
Now,  Z11(s) is related to the scattering parameters by[1];
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=
By substituting the identity for S11, given in equation 6.1, as given in [1];
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The numerator and denominator polynomials of Z11(s) can be separated into even
parts, m1 and m2 and odd parts, n1 and n2 as follows [1];
22
11
11 )( nm
nm
sZ
+
+
=
Cameron derives from these results that the reflection admittance function is;
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y =  for an even number of resonators
…….6.4
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22 n
m
y = for an odd number of resonators
Where n1 is a polynomial made up of the odd parts of EN(s) + FN(s), and m1 is made
up of the even parts of EN(s) + FN(s),
The transfer admittance function is given as;
e1
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y N= for an even number of resonators
……6.5
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n
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y N= for an odd number of resonators
The next part of the synthesis method implemented in this thesis deviates from the
mathematics given in the paper by Cameron [1], which is in fact incorrect. (This has
been verified by contact with the author).
The following process developed for the synthesis program is general for an even and
odd number of resonators, which means that the two cases do not have to be
considered separately, as in the paper by Cameron[1]. This requires a shift from
working in the s-plane to the w-plane. The process also requires that the polynomials
be normalised to the highest polynomial coefficient in s=jw.
The first step is to consider a symmetrical filter response. In this case the EN(s)
polynomial, normalised to the highest power of s, is Hurwitz and is purely real. FN(s),
when normalised to the highest power of s, will be purely real but alternates between
zero and non-zero polynomial components. For an odd number of resonators, all the
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even parts of FN(s) are zero and vice versa for an even number of resonators.
Therefore, in the real plane, for an even number of resonators, FN(w) is an entirely
real, even function and EN(w) has all imaginary components in odd powers of w, and
all real components are in even powers of w. For an odd number of resonators, FN(w)
is entirely real and odd and EN(w) alternates between imaginary even powers of w and
real odd powers of w. These results can be verified using the equations for FN(w) and
EN(w), for an odd and even number of resonators.
(Note that the even and odd parts of the polynomials, m and n are can be expressed
interchangeably between the s and w variables, as they are related by the scalar, j. )
Therefore, y22 and y21 can be expressed as;
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where XN(w) = FN(w) + EN(w)
In the symmetrical case;
for N= odd; even(real) = 0 and odd(imaginary) = 0
for N=even, even(imaginary) = 0  and odd(real) = 0. Therefore, this satisfies the
conditions given in equation sets 6.4 and 6.5.
For the asymmetrical case, FN(w)  is purely real with both odd and even components
and EN(w) is not strictly Hurwitz, as it has complex polynomial coefficients. As n
must be expressed in terms of purely imaginary coefficients and m must be purely
real, equations 6.4 and 6.5 do not hold in this case. Equation set 6.6 above, is the
generalised form of the admittance function, which holds for the asymmetric case.
Therefore, for both even and odd resonator, symmetric or asymmetric functions,
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(Note that imag(FN(w)) is actually zero)
The synthesis of the coupling matrix from the expressions for the transfer and
reflection admittance functions, has been well documented by Atia and Williams [11].
Cameron provides a brief but eloquent summary of this procedure. As it has been
thoroughly investigated  [1,10,11], only the results of the derivation are given;
It is necessary to find the residues and the positions of these residues (poles) of the
admittance functions. This is easily programmed into Matlab. The ‘j’ term in y22 and
y21 is disregarded when calculating the residues(as is , as it is a scalar constant).
This is due to the relationship between the first and last rows of the admittance matrix
and y22 and y21. (See equations, A5 and A6 in Cameron[1], which are actually
incorrect, and should contain the variable w). From these two modified equations
given in Cameron, the ‘j’ term in y22 cancels and y22 becomes negative.  From these
residues, the first rows of the transfer matrix, T, can be constructed as follows. Note
that there will be N residues, for an N resonator design.;
2/1
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kNk
r
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Where r22 are the N residues of y22 and r21 are the residues of y21,
k is each element of the row of the matrix (for k = 1….N)
These rows must then be normalised. The norm of the first row of elements,
(T112….T1N2)1/2 and the norm of the last row, (TN1….TNN2)1/2), corresponds to the turns
ratio of the input and output transformers of the network. It is possible to apply an
adapted orthonormalisation process using the first and last, normalised rows of the
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matrix to obtain the “inner network”. This admittance matrix, which represents the
inner network, scaled to the input and output transformers, can then be used to create
the coupling matrix. The coupling matrix, M is related to the transfer matrix, T as
follows [1,11];
TTTM ×L×-=
Where  = a matrix of dimension NxN, which has the eigenvalues of  -M on the
diagonal, ie.  = diag[N….. N], where  are the eigenvalues of –M. The
eigenvalues are actually the poles corresponding to the residues of y22 and  y21,
Tt is the transpose of the transfer matrix, T.
This coupling matrix M, is then reduced to folded form using similarity transforms,
such that it represents the coupling network of the physical filter.
6.2 Adapted Orthorormalisation Process
Gram Schmidt orthonormalisation is a procedure which constructs a set of orthogonal
vectors, u1…uN from a set of linearly independent vectors, v1……vN.[24]
The general equation for the process for generating orthogonal vectors is given below.
For the first iteration, u1= v1, and then each u is made orthogonal to the preceding
u1,...,u .[24]
It is necessary to construct an  NxN matrix using this process from the first and last
(normalised) rows of the admittance matrix which have been derived. Let these rows
be designated u1 and u2 and occupy the first two columns of the matrix T. To find the
third orthogonalised vector, u3, the iterative equation becomes;
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Where v3 is an arbitrary vector of dimension [Nx1] to be orthogonalised and added to
the matrix T. To orthogonalise the remaining vectors, the process is repeated for
v4…vN, which are, similarly to v3, defined arbitrarily. This process has been
programmed into Matlab, for the addition of N-2 orthogonal vectors to obtain the
NxN orthogonal matrix. This orthogonal matrix is then orthonormalised using
standard Matlab routines. The final steps are to exchange rows 2 and N, to put TNk
back into its proper place and to then transpose the matrix to transform the columns
back into rows. 
Then, the coupling matrix, M can be generated from the transfer matrix, T using
equation 4. In order to transform this matrix M to the physical network, it must be
reduced to folded form.
6.3 Matrix Reduction
To apply the information in the NxN matrix to the physical filter structure, the matrix
must be appropriately reduced. The folded form structure is symmetrical around the
diagonal axis, and the element value in row(x), column(y), represents the coupling
between resonators x and y. For an 8 resonator Chebyshev structure, with no
additional cross couplings, the matrix would be reduced to the following form;
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0 M12 0 0 0 0 0 0
M21 0 M23 0 0 0 0 0
0 M32 0 M34 0 0 0 0
M = 0 0 M43 0 M45 0 0 0
0 0 0 M54 0 M56 0 0
0 0 0 0 M65 M67 0
0 0 0 0 0 M76 0 M78
0 0 0 0 0 0 M87 0
Figure 6.1: Folded Form Representation of the coupling matrix for an 8 resonator
Chebyshev filter.
Where, for example M21 represents the coupling between resonators 1 and 2 and M21
= M12.
The reduction technique involves applying a series of similarity transforms to the
matrix M, to eliminate certain specified elements. The number of transforms which
must be used are given by the equation below [1].
å
-
=
=
3
1
N
n
nTransforms
Where N is the number of resonators.
Not all elements need to have similarity transforms applied to them to be eliminated.
The non-zero diagonal elements of the matrix represent the frequency offset of each
resonator. For symmetric responses, these values will be eliminated as transforms are
applied to other elements (no frequency offsets). For asymmetric responses however,
these diagonal elements remain non-zero. In order to fully reduce matrices for both
symmetrical and asymmetrical responses, so that no more elements can be set to zero,
the elements which should remain non-zero and those which need to be eliminated
must be predetermined.
Figure 6.1, illustrates the basic structure for a Chebyshev design, for which resonators
are coupled only to adjacent resonators. A generalised Chebyshev design adds further
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matrix elements to this, to represent the cross couplings. The matrix reduction
program implemented applies transforms to ensure the appropriate elements are non-
zero for various filter responses.  The values of the matrix which remain non-zero for
various filter responses (in addition to the adjacent couplings between resonators of
the filter) are summarised in Appendix 2, Table 1.
6.4 Realising the Physical Elements of the Filter
The final section of the program transforms the coupling values given in the matrix
and the frequency offsets (for an asymmetrical design), which are located along the
diagonal of the matrix to the physical values of the filter.
The coupling values given in the matrix are for the “inner network”. The model uses
ideal transformers at the input and output of the network, to couple this “inner
network” to the outer world. The transformer turns ratio for these transformers is
given by the norm of the elements of the first row of the matrix and the last row of the
matrix, which was found from calculating the residues of the admittance functions.
For a symmetrical network, the transformer turns ratio at the input and output will be
the same.
A standard approach to filter design, implements the low-pass-bandpass-inverter
coupled resonator structure, as in shown in figure 4.1.  From the principles of network
theory [14] and the definitions of the values synthesised, the equations to calculate
element values of the filter from the matrix and the transformer turns ratio have been
developed.
To convert from the transformer model at the input and output, to inverters, consider
the equation for the admittance of the input and output couplings for the basic
Chebyshev;
For the input and output couplings, the admittance J is;
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Where the g values are the polynomial coefficients of the Chebyshev filter function.
The squared transformer turns ratio, n, is equivalent to the product of the g values [14]
and therefore, the admittance of the input and output couplings converted from the
transformer ratio to an inverter are;
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The equations for the impedance of series couplings are given in [14].
Then, to find the component values for inductive couplings at the input and output;
Jw
L
0
1
=
And for capacitive couplings;
JwC 0=
For the “inner network” of the filter, the coupling values synthesised can be similarly
related to the equations for a basic Chebyshev. For a basic Chebyshev, the admittance
of the couplings of the inner network, J is calculated as follows;
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Where i is from 1 to N-1, where N is the number of resonators.
The values in the coupling matrix, M for the generalised Chebyshev are, in effect,
equivalent to the g values in the equation for the basic Chebyshev.
Therefore, for the generalised Chebyshev function represented by the coupling matrix,
the admittance J, of the couplings, is;
M
Zw
w
J ÷÷
ø
ö
çç
è
æ D
=
02
p
Where M includes all cross couplings.
Therefore, for inductive pi couplings, where J = 1/w0L;
÷
ø
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è
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For capacitive pi couplings, where J = w0C
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The resonant frequency of the resonators for symmetrical networks, will be w0 and the
element values for a parallel resonator are given by;
p
p
0
0
0
0
0
2
2
w
Z
L
Zw
C
=
=
and for a series resonator;
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[14]
For asymmetric designs, the diagonal elements will represent the frequency offset of
each resonator. To calculate the resonant frequency of each resonator,
20
ii
resonant
wM
ww
D
-=
[derived using equations in 14]
Therefore; for asymmetric designs,
For a shunt resonator
p
p
resonant
resonant
w
Z
L
Zw
C
0
0
0
2
2
=
=
and similarly, with w0 replaced with wresonant for a series resonator
Therefore, using these derived equations, from the input parameters specified the
program will generate the element values of the network required to realise the filter
function.
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7.0 Program Implementation
A brief explanation of how to run the Matlab program is provided in Appendix 3 and
the complete code is on the disk included.
7.1 Specification of Finite Zeros
For simple designs, the specification of transmission nulls and group delay
equalisation zeros is fairly straightforward.  For the specification of transmission
nulls, the program requires the lowpass frequency at which the nulls should be
positioned to be input. The bandpass frequencies specifying the positions of the nulls
can be transformed to the low pass equivalent using the following equations;
Using
12
0
2
210
,
)(
www
and
w
w
www
-=D
D
=
=
a
The low pass frequency, wn is
 )( 0
0 p
p
n w
w
w
w
w -= a ………………………………………………..7.1
[20]
Where wp is the bandpass frequency at which the null is placed,
And w1 and w2 are the band edges of the filter and w0 is the centre frequency.
A program to transform bandpass frequencies to lowpass frequencies has been
developed, using the equations given above. Note that the lowpass to bandpass
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transformation is not exact in that the accuracy deteriorates as the bandwidth
increases.
Symmetrical responses are preferable for both manufacturing and tuning purposes as
there is no resonant offset and fewer cross couplings are required than for asymmetric
designs. However, for the exact method, this symmetry is specified for the lowpass
filter response. The transformation equations, from bandpass to lowpass frequencies,
give different absolute values of  wn f r nulls placed the same distance from the centre
frequency on either side of the bandpass filter. Therefore, the specification of
symmetrical nulls, placed at +/- wn is not strictly symmetrical for the bandpass case.
However, this is not normally a problem and to design for a pair of nulls, required at
the same frequency offset from each side of the filter, the lowpass position of the null,
wn can be calculated from either the low frequency side or high frequency side. Using
this value of +/- wn , symmetrical lowpass nulls can be specified, which will produce
nulls for the bandpass filter that have only a small difference in offset from the centre
frequency (<5%).
All nulls must be placed symmetrically around the j axis in the s-plane and therefore,
the position of the nulls in the w plane, wn, will be a real value and will be positive
for nulls on right side of the passband and negative for nulls on the left hand side of
the passband.
7.2 Specification of Group Delay Equalisation Zeros
Group delay equalisation zeros, wgd, must be specified in pairs, and can be complex or
purely real in the s-plane, and are symmetrically placed around the j axis. In the w
plane, therefore, the group delay zeros must be complex or purely imaginary. Using
purely imaginary pairs of zeros to flatten the group delay is usually sufficient and the
use of complex zeros is not investigated in this paper.
Group delay zeros placed closely around +/-j will produce responses with the flattest
group delay (S21). Generally, 5 or more resonators are required to realise a flat group
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delay response. Using the program, it was noted that designing for a flat group delay
with fewer than 5 resonators produced a cross coupling which tended to
“overcompensate”, making the group delay somewhat distorted.
As an indication of the effect on group delay of various prescribed group delay
equalisation zeros, an 8 resonator filter has been synthesised for a number of values of
wgd.  The values synthesised by the program, namely the inverter couplings and
resonators are given in table 7.1, for return loss of 26dB, a centre frequency of
1.8GHz and a bandwidth of 0.1GHz. Measurements of variation in group delay have
been taken at around 50% of the passband on each side of the filter, where the group
delay starts curving upwards. The group delay response for S21 f r a Chebyshev filter
is shown in figure 7.1. The generalised Chebyshev responses given in table 7.1
indicate the variation in group delay, as a percentage of the Chebyshev design. Two of
the tabulated results are given figures 7.2 and 7.3. The flat group delay is realised by a
cross coupling between resonators 3 and 6.
Figure 7.1: Group delay response for an 8 resonator Chebyshev filter network
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Figure 7.2: Group delay for a Generalised Chebyshev Filter with zeros at +/-1.06i
Figure 7.3 Group delay for a generalised Chebyshev Filter with zeros at +/-1.4i
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Table 7.1: Generalised Chebyshev Filter Designs Realising a Flat Group Delay
Response for Various Group Delay Equalisation Zeros;
Prescribed group
delay equalisation
zeros
Values for inductive
inverter
couplings(nH)
Group Delay
measurements from
1824MHz –
1828MHz (in ns)
Change in
value for group
delay (ns) from
1824MHz –
1828MHz
All at infinity
(Chebyshev)
Linput = Loutput = 13.53
L12 =L78 = 54.53
L23 = L67 = 80.72
L34 = L56 = 87.99
L45 = 89.68
1824 = 20.0755
1825 = 20.3028
1826 = 20.4632
1827 = 20.7164
1828 = 20.8931
0.81
see figure 7.1
+/- 1.06j Linput =Loutput = 13.485
L12 =L78 = 54.131
L23 = L67 = 79.996
L34 = L56 = 88.491
L45 = 109.2169
L36 = 446.117
1824 = 21.3207
1825 = 21.3976
1826 = 21.4275
1827 = 21.5574
1828 =21.6587s
0.3593
Percentage of
Chebyshev =
55.6%
see figure 7.2
+/-1.13j Linput = Loutput = 13.49
L12 =L78 = 54.165
L23 = L67 = 80.049
L34 = L56 = 88.312
L45 = 107.1719
L36 = 488.6185
1824 = 21.2455
1825 = 21.3345
1826 = 21.4275
1827 = 21.5574
1828 = 21.6587
0.4132
Percentage of
Chebyshev =
48.9%
+/- 1.2j Linput = Loutput = 13.53
L12 =L78 = 54.1948
L23 = L67 = 80.105
L34 = L56 = 88.175
L45 = 105.432
L36 = 533.65
1824 = 21.1532
1825 = 21.2840
1826 = 21.3756
1827 = 21.5185
1828 = 21.6587
0.4644
Percentage of
Chebyshev =
42.66%
+/- 1.3j Linput= Loutput = 13.497
L12 =L78 = 54.232
L23 = L67 = 80.175
L34 = L56 = 88.0354
L45 = 103.343
L36 = 602.297
1824 = 21.0568
1825 = 21.2024
1826 = 21.3043
1827 = 21.4633
1828 =21.5733
0.5165
Percentage of
Chebyshev =
36.23%
+/- 1.4j Linput= Loutput = 13.50
L12 =L78 = 54.268
L23 = L67 = 80.240
L34 = L56 = 87.933
L45 = 101.487
L36 = 684.072
1824 = 20.9620
1825 = 21.1212
1826 = 21.2322
1827 = 21.4053
1828 = 21.5251
0.5626
Percentage of
Chebyshev =
30.54%
see figure 7.3
For f0 = 1.8GHz and f = 0.1GHz,
The values of capacitance and inductance for the resonators are;
C = 2.77778 pF
L = 2.81447 nH
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From the table above, it can be seen that placing an imaginary null at +/- 1.06j flattens
the group delay by 56%, over the selected bandwidth, compared with a standard
Chebyshev design. The table also illustrates that placing the null closest to +/-j has the
most effect on the group delay. The results tabulated, combined with estimates of the
impact of a number of variables can be used as a rough guide for a general design.
These variables include bandwidth, number of resonators, return loss and the addition
of transmission zeros to the response. Increasing the number of resonators has a small
effect on the group delay but a greater number of resonators will also allow for a
flatter group delay response. However, the number of resonators is also proportional
to the loss of the physical filter, which in many cases must be minimised. In some
cases, it may be possible to increase the bandwidth to allow for a flatter group delay
response. However, this is not applicable to designs which require high rejection close
to each bandedge. Decreasing the amount of return loss required will also allow a
design with improved rejection, but this tends to put ripple in the group delay
response. However, the return loss in most cases is required to be greater than 20dB
and it is generally good design practice to recognise 24dB as the minimal tolerable
level of return loss.
7.3 The Effect of Multiple Cross Couplings on The Synthesised Response
The addition of multiple cross couplings, particularly in symmetrical designs, which
are required to realise, for example, a flat group delay combined with 2 symmetrical
nulls, adds a level of complexity to the specification of zeros. The values of two
cross-couplings, in effect, interact, causing the positions of the nulls, specified in the
input parameters of the program to deviate from that of the final response.  For a
response which realises a flat group delay and symmetrical nulls, (+/-wgd and +/-wn),
the nulls will tend to be further from the centre frequency than specified. In effect, the
nulls are ‘pushed out’ by the group delay zeros. This can be compensated for, by
specifying the transmission nulls at the input to be ‘closer in’ than their real value.
Alternatively, the cross-coupling which controls the transmission null can be easily
optimised. This small change to the cross coupling, to put the null in the right place
typically will not affect the rest of the response.
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The response of a flat group delay combined with symmetrical nulls was realised
using optimisation of a basic Chebyshev design. This was a time consuming process,
and required a methodical approach, using a negative outer cross coupling and a
positive inner cross coupling. The addition of a positive outer cross coupling and a
negative inner cross coupling, did not realise any transmission zeros or flatten the
group delay using optimisation. However, using the program, with two symmetrical
nulls specified, a generalised Chebyshev response was synthesised. The response
realised two pairs of symmetrical nulls. This result could not be obtained with
optimisation as the values of the inductors of the couplings calculated by the program
are significantly different from those of the basic Chebyshev function.  This result
highlights a major advantage of the exact method of design, using the program
developed, in that responses that would not be realised by perturbation followed by
optimisation are readily derived.
7.4 Iterative Design Process
Although the method presented is an “exact” design technique, which produces filters
with prescribed and characteristics, an iterative design process is still required. This is
because although the position of zeros is predetermined, this may still not realise the
filter parameters required by a customer. The values synthesised by the program must
be used to create a filter network, which is then simulated to obtain the filter
responses. Based on the results, and whether or not the filter meets specifications, it
may be necessary to review the design, make necessary changes and repeat the
process. Despite this, the method is still very efficient, as the program synthesises the
filter values in a few seconds and these values are readily input into a simulation
program such as Superstar.
The primary specifications given for filters will be the return loss, rejection at certain
frequencies and variance in the group delay over a certain frequency range within the
passband. A minimum insertion loss and variation in insertion loss are also usually
required. Placing a transmission zero will ensure an increased level of rejection,
however, this rejection is not predetermined and is dependent on numerous other
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variables. For a transmission null, which does not realise the required rejection, the
design must be revised. The rejection level can be increased by using the same null/s
with an increased number of resonators, by reducing the return loss, or by adding
double symmetrical nulls, which pulls down the rejection more than a single null.
Often a combination of these is required, for example, it may be necessary to increase
the number of resonators and add double symmetrical nulls. Another technique, if
facilitated in the specifications, is to decrease the bandwidth, which will bring the
rejection down more outside the “real” passband.
The estimates for positions of group delay zeros (Table 7.1) should provide a rough
guide when a flat group delay is required. However, group delay variance can be
specified for a certain level over any frequency range and it is difficult to design to
meet these parameters exactly. Provided that the group delay is as least as flat as
specified no iterations of the process must be made, but if the coupling is not enough,
it may be necessary to move the position of the nulls closer to +/- j and reimplement
the new values derived by the program. If only the one coupling is added to the
network, which flattens the group delay, it may also be possible to adjust it slightly (
to make it stronger, by increasing the inductance) without affecting the rest of the
network. If another coupling is also present in the network to produce nulls, then it is
more appropriate to vary the input parameters accordingly and obtain the new
network values.
Often it is practical to ‘overdesign’, to ensure that specifications are met. This is an
attractive option as the method can produce exceptional filters that are able to meet
both very high rejection levels, (even close to the band-edges), as well as a flat group
delay.  It is also important to overdesign the filter such that when losses and effects
present in the real world are taken into account, the specifications are still met.
The exact design method is for an ideal filter structure, with an infinite quality factor,
Q. This factor defines the energy loss at the resonant frequency and for typical
physical filters, can vary from 500-50000. Loss in filters results in an increased
insertion loss, more variation in insertion loss, decreased rejection and typically lower
return loss. A number of steps can be taken to produce filters with very high Q values
and these filters have responses which are very close to the ideal.
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7.5 Effect of Finite Q
The program is derived from an exact method and therefore determines the filter
values for an ideal network. However, physical responses will deviate somewhat from
the ideal model, due to both the approximations involved in modelling a physical
structure with an LC circuit and also due to the loss factor, Q. When Q is introduced
to a filter structure, the deep nulls of S21, imulated for the ideal case are simply not as
sharp and do not realise the same rejection level. As Q decreases (loss increases), the
amplitude response in the passband is smoothed out, the return loss response
deteriorates and eventually the group delay response will also be affected.
It is therefore good design practice to overdesign the filter to compensate for any
deterioration of the physical response due to loss.
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8.0 Synthesis Examples
Two particularly significant designs, synthesised using the program are included,
which both illustrate the advantages of an exact method over optimisation. The first
design is a filter function with two symmetrical nulls, which was designed for a
company, Long Distance Technologies (LDT). The second design is asymmetrical
design with two group delay equalisation zeros and one right hand side null. Both of
these filters are practically impossible to produce with optimisation as for both
functions, the values of the elements are very different from the Chebyshev.
Specifically, for the double symmetrical nulls, the values of couplings are different in
ratio and values and for the asymmetrical design the frequency of all the resonators
must be set exactly as synthesised in the matrix to realise the response. To synthesise
the designs the input parameters were specified. The parameters for the first design
were specified by LDT. The program outputs all the element values of the matrix
(inductive coupling values, including input and output and resonator values). From
these values, the circuit representation has been drawn in Superstar and simulated. All
plots of the simulation are included.
8.1 Design 1: Realising a Pair of Symmetrical Nulls
This design was synthesised to specifications provided by LDT. These design
requirements are as follows;
Centre frequency  = 866MHz
Bandwidth      = 4MHz
Number of Resonators = 6 or 7 maximum
Rejection  = +/- 3MHz: 45dB
    +/- 5MHz 70dB
Insertion Loss  < 1.5dB
Return Loss  > 20dB
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In order to produce a filter function to meet the specifications, the first step is to work
out the frequencies at which to place the nulls. The most basic design possible to
provide increased rejection outside the passband requires the addition of symmetrical
nulls placed at about 4.8MHz on either side of the centre frequency.
To calculate wn using the upper frequency bandpass null, 870.8MHz,
 = 216.499
wn  = 2.4
Therefore, put symmetrical low pass nulls at +/-2.4
As the bandwidth is very small (0.5% of centre frequency), the insertion loss will be
relatively high in the physical filter(amount of energy loss of S21 in pa sband of
filter). Therefore, to keep the loss factor as low as possible, the design will firstly be
attempted with 6 resonators. The return loss designed for will be 24dB, which is fairly
standard. Therefore the input parameters to the program are;
Number of resonators = 6
f0 = 866MHz
bandwidth = 4MHz
null_1 =  2.4
null_2 =  -2.4
null_3 = infinity
null_4 = infinity
return loss = 24dB
The program synthesised the element values for the filter network to produce this
response. It was found that this response was not sufficient to realise the rejection,
which was at 36dB at +/-3MHz and around 54dB at +/- 5 MHz. The next step to
increase the rejection was to decrease the bandwidth to 3.6MHz (any smaller than this
and the loss becomes too high) and resynthesise the element values. However, this
only increased the rejection by about 2dB at each specification frequency point.
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From the results so far, it can be seen that the filter function is far from meeting the
specifications and it is therefore necessary to implement some major design changes
to improve the response. In order to pull the rejection down further, another pair of
nulls can be added to the design, to make a double symmetrical null filter function. So
as not to compromise the return loss (rejection increases for a trade-off in return loss
level), the number of resonators can be extended to 7. This is the maximum number of
resonators that will be able to meet the insertion loss which increases with the number
of resonators. It is also often necessary to design for a greater number of resonators
when major improvements in the response are required.
Using nulls placed at a bandpass frequency of +/-3.5MHz and +/- 5.5MHz from the
centre frequency;
Inner set of nulls are at +/-1.74
Outer set of nulls are at +/- 2.74 (designing to the upper frequency null positioning)
Therefore, the revised input parameters are;
Number of resonators = 7
f0 = 866MHz
bandwidth = 4MHz
null_1 =  1.74
null_2 =  -1.74
null_3 = 2.74
null_4 = -2.74
return loss = 24dB
The coupling matrix of this response, synthesised using the program is given below;
    0.0000    0.9089    0.0000    0.0000    0.0000    0.0000    0.0000
    0.9089    0.0000    0.6187    0.0000    0.0000    0.0000    0.0077
    0.0000    0.6187    0.0000    0.5437    0.0000   -0.1609    0.0000
    0.0000    0.0000    0.5437    0.0000    0.7160    0.0000    0.0000
    0.0000    0.0000    0.0000    0.7160    0.0000    0.5960    0.0000
    0.0000    0.0000   -0.1609    0.0000    0.5960    0.0000    0.9089
    0.0000    0.0077    0.0000    0.0000    0.0000    0.9089    0.0000
The norms of the first and last rows of the admittance matrix are;
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N1 = 1.0890
N2 = 1.0890
The values for the resonators and inductor values of the inverter couplers calculated
by the program from this matrix are(nH);
L01 = 97.936
L12 = 1393.441
L23 = 2047.143
L34 = 2329.291
L45 = 1768.881
L56 = 2125.087
L67 = 1393.491
L78 = 97.936
L27 = 164177.081
L36 = -7873.793
Where L01 and L78 are the inductor values of the input and output couplings and L27
and L36 are the cross couplings
The resonator inductor and capacitor values as give by the program are;
L0 = 5.849952nH
C0 = 5.773672pF
These values were used in the network created in Superstar, see Appendix 4 (a). The
amplitude response of this network simulated using Superstar is given below, in
figure 8.1;
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Figure 8.1 Response for Generalised Chebyshev filter with a negative cross coupling
between resonators 3-6 and a positive cross coupling between resonators 2-7.
The symmetrical nulls were specified to be at 869.5MHz and 871.5MHz on the right
side of the passband and the corresponding nulls will be at approximately 862.5MHz
and 860.5MHz to the left of the passband . From the diagram it can be seen that the
position of the actual nulls deviates from these values, with the higher frequency nulls
positioned at 868.9MHz and 872.6MHz and the lower frequency nulls at 863.0MHz
and 859.4MHz.
From the diagram, the rejection level at +/-3.5MHz is approximately 46.6dB and at
+/-5.5MHz the rejection is around 70dB. Therefore, the filter does not yet meet the
required specifications. However, all that is required is to vary the position of the
nulls until they are at the frequency points where maximum rejection is required.
This iterative optimisation process took a matter of seconds, and by increasing the
coupling between resonators 2 and 7, to effectively bring the outside pair of nulls in
closer to the passband, rejection levels were obtained well below the minimum level
required. This response is given in diagram 8.2, below. The only element value which
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was varied to obtain this function was L27, changed from 164.2 uH to 104.2uH. The
refined response is given in figure 8.2;
Figure 8.2 Optimised Generalised Chebyshev design to reposition nulls.
As shown in the diagram above, the two pairs of nulls are positioned at 869.06 and
862.94 (for the inner nulls) and 871.01 and 860.96 (the outer nulls). The rejection
level is 52dB at +/- 3.5MHz and is pulled down to approximately 75dB at +/- 5.5MHz
by the outer null and the return loss is 24dB. However, this result is for an ideal filter
structure. It is necessary to model a finite Q factor to approximate the response of the
physical filter, to determine if the structure can in fact meet the requirements. The
maximum Q attainable, for a combline filter design, is around 4000.  This loss can be
included in the design and the simulation of this is included below in diagram 8.3.
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Figure 8.3: Generalised Chebyshev response with loss factor, Q of 4000 included.
The graph of S21 illustrates the marked insertion loss increase, from 0.02 ripple (24dB
return loss) to 2dB, around 35% energy loss. This high insertion loss with finite Q is
characteristic of a small relative bandwidth filters and ultimately, it is the trade-off
that is necessary to achieve such good rejection levels. This loss can be reduced only
by selecting higher Q resonators. Comparing the ideal and finite Q graphs of the
amplitude response, the nulls, for the ideal filter (figure 8.2), tend to ‘bounce’ back
up, whereas in figure 8.3, the nulls have been smoothed out. In this case, the rejection
levels of the filter have not been significantly increased by the addition of the Q
factor. In fact, for the inner nulls, because the ‘bounce’ of the nulls is actually reduced
by finite Q the rejection is actually increased. The rejection of the outer nulls has
however, has been reduced slightly due to the loss. From the graph, with Q of 4000,
the rejection at +/- 3.5MHz  is –54dB and and x at +/- 5.5MHz the rejection is 75dB
(this rises up to a minimum of around 71dB.
Therefore, using the synthesis program combined with an iterative design process and
some final adjustment of the cross couplings to realise the design, the filter
specifications were met. It should be emphasised that specifications were not selected
arbitrarily and were provided by a company, LDT, which required a quantity of these
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filters, to be used in their communications links. This order is a typical example of the
specialised filter functions so frequently required, and it is simply not possible to
design efficiently and competitively using the optimisation design process. However,
using the exact method, the total time taken to design the filter at the equivalent
circuit level was less than 20 minutes.
8.2 Design 2: Synthesis of a Filter Function with Flat Group Delay and High
Rejection
Unlike the previous example, this filter was not specifically designed for a company
but the specifications are similar to one required. This example illustrates the
exceptional filter responses which can be obtained with an exact method. The filter is
an asymmetrical, 8 resonator design with 2 prescribed group delay equalisation zeros,
and one prescribed transmission null, on the upper frequency side , very close to the
edge of the passband. The filter has been designed for a centre frequency of 1.8GHz
and a bandwidth of 0.1GHz.
The response is also interesting because more than the expected number of cross
couplings are required to produce the combination of flat group delay and an
asymmetric null. For a single asymmetric null, one cross coupling, which is connected
between an odd number of resonators is required (positive or negative depending on
which side the null is on). To produce a flat group delay, a positive cross coupling
connected between an even number of resonators is necessary. However, when the
two conditions are combined, a cross coupling between resonators 3 and 7, 4 and 6
and 3 and 6 is required (two odd and two even). The sign (+/-) of the even null
determines which side of the filter the null is on.
The group delay equalisation zeros have been prescribed to flatten the group delay by
around 50%, at +/1.05j. The transmission null has been set at 1860MHz, only 10MHz
outside of the passband. Often, only high rejection is required at one side of the filter
and a higher rejection level can be obtained with one null rather than a pair.
Therefore, this filter is in fact designed to produce a response which may be required
in communications networks, particularly applications such as a diplexer. The return
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loss is specified at 22dB, in order to allow for a high level of rejection, which is
typically difficult to achieve just outside the passband.
The lowpass value for the position of the null is obtained using equation 7.1. The
position of the transmission null is at 1.2.
Therefore, the input parameters of the program are;
Number of resonators = 8
f0 = 1.8GHz
delta_f = 0.1GHz
null_1 =  1.2
null_2 =  -1.05i
null_3 = 1.05i
null_4 = infinity
return loss = 22dB
The coupling matrix synthesised is as follows;
M =
           0.0143    0.8574    0.0000    0.0000    0.0000    0.0000    0.0000   0.0000
           0.8574    0.0165    0.6043    0.0000    0.0000    0.0000    0.0000   0.0000
           0.0000    0.6043    0.0221    0.5552    0.0000    0.0689    0.0714   0.0714
           0.0000    0.0000    0.5552    0.0431    0.3995    0.2470    0.0000   0.0000
           0.0000    0.0000    0.0000    0.3995    0.5829    0.4633    0.0000   0.0000
           0.0000    0.0000    0.0689    0.2470    0.4633    0.0057    0.6001   0.6001
           0.0000    0.0000    0.0714    0.0000    0.0000    0.6001    0.0165   0.8574
           0.0000    0.0000    0.0000    0.0000    0.0000    0.0000    0.8574   0.0143
The non-zero diagonal elements are the frequency offset of the resonators
The norm of the first and last rows of the admittance matrix is;
N1 = 1.0307
N2 = 1.0307
The inductor values (nH) of the couplings calculated are as follows;
L01 = 14.5201
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L12 = 59.085
L23 = 83.836
L34 = 91.243
L45 = 126.8212
L56 = 109.346
L67 = 84.426
L78 = 59.085
L89 = 14.5201
L37 = 709.532
L46 = 205.103
L36 = 734.97
The resonant frequency (GHz) of each resonator, from 1 to 8 (r1…r8) are as follows;
F(r1) = 1.799285
F(r2) = 1.799175
F(r3) = 1.798895
F(r4) = 1.802155
F(r5) = 1.829154
F(r6) = 1.799715
F(r7) = 1.799175
F(r8) = 1.799285
Therefore, the capacitor (pF) and inductor (nH) of the resonators are;
L1 = 2.815596 C1 = 2.778882
L2 = 2.815768 C2 = 2.779052
L3 = 2.816206 C3 = 2.799484
L4 = 2.811112 C4 = 2.774456
L5 = 2.769619 C5 = 2.733504
L6 = 2.814923 C6 = 2.778218
L7 = 2.815768 C7 = 2.779052
L8 = 2.815596 C8 = 2.778882
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The response given by this matrix is shown in diagram 8.4. The circuit diagram for
the filter is given in Appendix 4, (b). The null is at the specified frequency of
1860MHz and the rejection at this point is 55dB. However the sharp null causes S11
to ‘bounce’ back up to a maximum of 35dB. Compared to the lower frequency side of
the filter, which does not have a transmission null, the rejection at the same offset
from the centre frequency is 5dB. This illustrates the significant improvement in
rejection due to the addition of the null, which facilitates efficient use of bandwidth in
for example a diplexer. The addition of a null so close to the passband will cause
ripple or curvature in the group delay. This effect on the group delay may be
inconsequential for many applications, however, to illustrate that the effect can be
negated if required, group delay nulls were added to the response. The group delay
(S21) response is given in diagram 8.5. Note that the asymmetry of the filter is
reflected in the group delay response, which is more curved and of higher magnitude
on the right hand side. Table 8.1 compares both the Chebyshev and generalised
Chebyshev design over the 1824 to 1828MHz test band (50% of the bandwidth) and
for the Generalised Chebyshev, indicates the time change over the 1772 to 1776 band
(same offset from f0 = 1800MHz). The Chebyyshev response is symmetrical about
1800MHz so only one side is shown. Note that the response will only start curving
near the edges so the middle section is not considered.
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Figure 8.4 Amplitude Response of Generalised Chebyshev filter with asymmetric
characteristics
Figure 8.5 Group Delay of S21 for the asymmetric Generalised Chebyshev filter.
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Table 8.1: Comparison of Chebyshev and Generalised Chebyshev Group Delay
FREQUENCY
MHz
BASIC
CHEBYSHEV
GROUP
DELAY (ns)
GENERALISED
CHEBYSHEV
GROUP
DELAY (ns)
FREQUENCY
MHz
GENERALISED
CHEBYSHEV
GROUP
DELAY (ns)
1824 20.0755 21.7722 1772 19.7017
1825 20.3028 21.9857 1773 19.6732
1826 20.4632 22.12853 1774 19.6627
1827 20.7164 22.4441 1775 19.6542
1828 20.8930 22.6632 1776 19.6504
Therefore, for the test band 1824-1828MHz, the change in time is;
0.8175 for the Chebyshev
0.8910 for the Generalised Chebyshev design
Therefore, the design synthesised is only 9% more curved than the Chebyshev over
the test band. The results obtained over the frequency band 1772-1776MHz, better
indicates the level of flatness that is produced by the zeros at +/-1.05i, as the lower
frequency side of the passband is not affected by the null. The time delay change over
this test band is 0.0567ns, compared to 0.8175ns for the Chebyshev.
These examples have illustrated some of the designs which can be efficiently realised
with the program of the exact method combined with some iterative optimisations.
The next stage is to design a physical filter from the network synthesised.
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9.0 Realising a Physical Filter From Specifications
The filter networks synthesised using the program developed have been simulated in
Superstar. Although these theoretical simulations are a good approximation of the
physical response, there is a deviation from the ideal model. This is due not only to
loss, but also because of the approximations involved in modelling the physical
network using a lumped element capacitors and inductors.
So as to illustrate the entire design process as well as observe the response of a
physical filter in comparison to the theoretical model, a filter has been designed from
specifications, machined and finally tuned, to obtain the amplitude and group delay
response.
9.1 Filter Specifications
These filter specifications were provided by CODAN, which required two of these
filters to be produced;
Centre frequency 1800MHz
Nominal Bandwidth 54MHz
Design Bandwidth 90MHz
Insertion Loss < 1dB
Flatness < 0.2dB
Rejection at 1660MHz > 85dB
Group Delay Variation = +/-0.15ns/MHz, rising to +/-
0.25ns/MHz at the band edge
Return Loss> >20dB
Input Impedance 50ohms
Connectors SMA on same face
Temperature Range -20 to +65 degrees
Material Ag plated Al
Finish Paint over Ag
Max Size 115 x 66 x 56 mm
The filter designed is required for the first Intermediate Frequency (IF) stage (see
diagram 2) in a frequency upconverter used in satellite ground stations. It is
important to note the high rejection level at 1.66GHz, required to reduce the local
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oscillator level leaking from the first mixer to negligible levels. Also of importance is
the flat group delay specified, which can not be compromised. It is virtually
impossible to realise these specifications using a standard Chebyshev filter as adding
more resonators to increase the local oscillator rejection causes the group delay to
vary too much over the filter passband.
Preliminary analysis and some basic experience in filter design indicated that to meet
the specifications, an 8 resonator design is suitable.  This provides a good
compromise between the loss and the level of return loss and rejection that can be
obtained.
For simplicity, the rejection will be realised by a symmetrical pairs of nulls,
prescribed using a single cross coupling. This design is practically sensible as only
two symmetrical cross couplings will then be required in the network, which must
meet not only the specified rejection, but must also flatten the group delay. This is
compared to a design which prescribes a single null and flat group delay, which
would require a total of three cross couplings and introduce an offset frequency,
complicating the tuning process. Although this latter network model is less appealing,
it may be necessary to implement it if the rejection level at 1660MHz is not met with
the symmetrical design.
Equation 7.1 is used to transform the bandpass frequency at which the null is
positioned to the lowpass value. The value calculated is wn =-2.9.
The bandwidth of the filter has been set wider than the value given in the
specifications. This is so that flat group delay response required at the band edge of
the filter, can be achieved and to provide some margin for temperature dependent
behaviour.
In order to design for a flat group delay, the position of the nulls must be moved to
compensate for this. For the group delay zeros, which are set at +/- 1.05j, the
transmission nulls should be prescribed at +/-2.4. As this is a rough estimate, some
optimisation of the nulls may be necessary. The group delay zeros are set at a
maximal value so as to ensure that the specifications are met. So as to get a deep null
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at 1660MHz, the return loss will be set at 22dB. This is adequate since the required
value given is 20dB, although the filter must be tuned precisely as the margin is small.
Therefore, the input parameters to the program are
Number of resonators = 8
Return loss = 22dB
f0 = 1.8GHz
delta_f = 0.1GHz
null_1 = +1.05j
null_2 = -1.05j
null_3 = +2.4
null_4 = -2.4.
The coupling matrix synthesised from these values is;
0.0000    0.8457    0.0000    0.0000    0.0000    0.0000   0.0000    0.0000
0.8457    0.0000    0.6032    0.0000    0.0000    0.0000  -0.0068    0.0000
0.0000    0.6032    0.0000    0.5543    0.0000    0.1028   0.0000    0.0000
0.0000    0.0000    0.5543    0.0000    0.4514    0.0000   0.0000    0.0000
0.0000    0.0000    0.0000    0.4514    0.0000    0.5543   0.0000    0.0000
0.0000    0.0000    0.1028    0.0000    0.5543    0.0000   0.6032    0.0000
0.0000   -0.0068    0.0000    0.0000    0.0000    0.6032   0.0000    0.8457
0.0000    0.0000    0.0000    0.0000    0.0000    0.0000   0.8457    0.0000
Note that the coupling M27 is negative and M36 is a positive cross coupling.
The values for the inductors of the couplings in the network are (nH);
L01 = 14.8076
L12 = 59.9010
L23 = 83.9815
L34 = 91.3956
L45 = 112.2398
L56 = 91.3956
L67 = 83.9815
L78 = 59.9010
L89 =  14.8076
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L36 = 492.735
L27 = -7428.8159
The capacitor and inductor values for the resonator are;
L = 2.777778 nH
C = 2.814477pF
These values were entered into a circuit diagram drawn using Superstar, shown in
Appendix 4, (c).  This is again an inverter coupled network with a positive cross
coupling between resonators 3 and 6 (inductive) and a negative cross coupling
between resonators 2 and 7(capacitive).
The amplitude response simulated using Superstar, from these values had excellent
rejection and the return loss met the 22dB parameter. However, in this example, the
required bandwidth was widened to meet group delay specifications. Therefore, by
optimising the input and output couplings, the return loss can be increased over the
1873MHz – 1827MHz band. (This will bring S11 up above 20dB outside the band,
which is inconsequential). The response obtained for the optimised input and output
couplings, changed from 14.8076nH to 14.637nH is given in diagram 9.1 .The
position of the null of S21 is at exactly 1660MHz, and the rejection at this point is
112dB, well below the required 85dB. The exact positioning of the null is very
fortunate, and it is particularly fortuitous that the estimation in the design would
realise the exact solution required. Generally, the value of the cross coupling between
resonators 2 and 7 would be optimised to position the null at the required frequency.
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Figure 9.1 Amplitude Response of The Filter Designed
The group delay response of this filter is given below, in figure 9.2.
Figure 9.2 The Group Delay Response of the Filter Designed
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This response of the group delay more than meets the required level. The band edge
variation must not exceed +/- 0.25ns/MHz. From the graph, the following values were
obtained from 1820MHz – 1827MHz, where 1827MHz is the upper band edge;
1820MHz = 22.1547ns
1821MHz = 22.2318ns
1822MHz = 22.3192ns
1823MHz = 22.4129ns
1824MHz = 22.5068ns
1825MHz = 22.6057ns
1826MHz = 22.6954ns
1827MHz = 22.7839ns
The variation from 1820MHz – 1821MHz is 0.08ns, well below the required
1.5ns/MHz specification. The variation at the band edge is similarly small, at
0.089ns/MHz from 1826-1827, and again, well within the specifications.
These results indicate that the group delay equalisation zeros could be positioned
further out from +/-j. This would be necessary if the rejection level at 1660MHz was
not enough. However, the filter synthesised easily met both requirements and no
further optimisation or redesigning is required. The next step from this theoretical
simulation is to design the physical layout of the filter.
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10.0 The Physical Filter Structure
To model the network of elements synthesised by the program, it is necessary to
select a filter format. The circuit model is for RLC elements and these can be
approximated by a number of physical circuits, including waveguide, coaxial, planar
or dielectric resonator. Although the synthesis procedure described can be applied to
these physical circuits and basically any general filter structure, certain formats are
more convenient than others. For example, cross couplings can be readily realised in
dual mode waveguide filters since two resonances already exist within the one cavity
and coupling between the modes is easily done with tuning screws. Furthermore, by
moving the orientation of the tuning screw through 90degrees, the sign of the
coupling can be reversed [17]. However, waveguide filters introduce additional
complications in that the waveguide is dispersive, that is, the wavelength does not
simply vary inversely with frequency and the coupling networks are relatively
narrowband. Furthermore, waveguide filters are more practical at higher microwave
frequencies (say > 10GHz) where measurements and machining tolerances become
more critical and the physical size of the filters is reasonable.
For the design example, the insertion loss demands require a relatively high Q
resonator, in a compact size (maximum size specified 115 x 66 x 56 mm). Therefore,
low Q planar resonators and large volume waveguide resonators are not practical.
Although dielectric resonators can offer very high Q in a small size, they are very
difficult to work with and expensive to manufacture in small quantities.
Therefore, the coaxial resonator was selected. A coaxial resonator basically consists
of one conductor located inside another as per a coaxial line and cut to a resonant
length. In practice, there are quite a few variables depending on the resonator length (
half wavelength, quarter wavelength and greater than quarter wavelength and top
loaded) and the geometry of the conductors.
 For this application, a very convenient style of coaxial resonator is the so-called
“combline” resonator.  A combline filter consists of coaxial type resonators typically
about one eighth of a wavelength long, shorted at one end and loaded with extra
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capacitance at the open circuit end to achieve the required resonance frequencies. A
combline resonator is illustrated in Figure 10.1
Figure 10.1 Combline resonator (L ~ 1/8 wavelength)
Combline filters are thus compact and coupling between resonators can be made with
either magnetic (inductive) or electric (capacitive) field coupling. It is relatively easy
to arrange the resonators for various cross couplings and all tuning screws are
mounted on one face. For this particular filter, the number of resonators required was
eight with additional cross couplings between resonators 3 and 6 and 2 and 7. In a
combline filter, this is arranged as a folded structure. Cross couplings are realised in
coaxial type resonators relatively easily and it is possible to vary the sign of the
coupling by using slots (inductive +) or probes (capacitive - ).
The basic diagram representing the structure of the filter synthesised is shown in
diagram 10.2, below. The M values represent the coupling between resonators. Note
the cross coupling between resonators 2 and 7 is negative.
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       +M12         +M23         +M34
     
                   -M27    +M36     +M45
       +M78         +M67       +M56
Diagram 10.2. Representation of inner network of the physical filter: Includes
resonators 1-8, adjacent couplings and cross couplings.
The maximum dimensions were specified by the customer and this basically
determines the size of the combline resonators since two rows, each with four
resonators have to fit within the dimensions given. For coaxial resonators, there are
four ways to maximise the Q of the resonator. The basic way is to make the cross
sectional dimensions as large as possible. For this case, the maximum dimensions are
fixed. The type of metal used for the design is important to maximise the Q. Silver has
the highest conductivity and, since silver itself is too expensive to use, silver plating is
commonly applied to low cost metals such as aluminium or brass. Having selected the
metal and maximum size for the resonators, the third step is to determine the
resonator impedance for maximum Q. For a coaxial resonator, it is well known [14],
that the maximum Q is obtained when the line impedance is about 76ohms ( a ratio of
outer to inner diameters of resonators of about 3.5). This strictly applies only to
circular coaxial line, but it is a good starting point for the typical combline structure.
A somewhat lower characteristic impedance than the theoretical optimum is preferred
when the square type coaxial line is used and coupling irises are cut in the wall
between a pair of resonators [14].
It has been generally considered that the Q of a coaxial resonator is reduced as the
length of the resonator is shortened [25]. However, this is not a universal view [26]
and the drop in resonator Q as the capacitance loading at the open circuit end is
increased  (lowers the resonant frequency and so reduces the electrical length) may be
due to the extra current flow loss around the tuning screw rather than an intrinsic
reduction of the Q due to a change in the electromagnetic field configuration. For any
1 32 4
5678
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case, the reduction in Q appears less if all tuning screws are silver plated and are a
neat fit in the threaded hole.
Finally, poor contact of mating surfaces such as the lid and the filter body or between
the resonator floor and the centre conductor (if not machined from the same block as
the outer conductor) can markedly reduce the Q. These effects are reduced by silver
plating all mating surfaces and using very firm clamping pressure to ensure a very low
resistance joint. The cross sectional dimensions selected for the resonator are shown
in Appendix 5 and 6. The centre conductor diameter, d is 10mm (Appendix 5) and the
outer conductor spacing, b is 23.5mm (Appendix 6). In this case, the impedance is
given by:
Z = 
d
b
p
4
log138
This gives an impedance of around 66 when considered as a square coaxial section.
Removing part of the resonator walls will increase the impedance of the resonator.
The eight resonators are arranged as shown in figure 2, Appendix. The coupling
between two resonators is set by adjusting the size of the iris in the common wall. The
iris can be full or partial width. In general, this coupling will be magnetic (inductive)
and so the coupling can be increased by adjusting the depth of a tuning screw inserted
into the iris. For the negative (capacitive) cross coupling, a simple E field probe is
used, with the coupling being set by the length and position of the probe.
Having selected the cross sectional dimensions of the resonator and internal layout of
the filter, the next step is to determine the length of the resonators, the dimensions of
the coupling irises, the input/output couplings and the dimensions of the capacitive
probe. Each of these is discussed briefly below.
10.1 Resonator Length
The resonator length is constrained by the overall height of the filter (~35mm). The
resonant frequency of the resonator is primarily determined by the length of the centre
conductor and the capacitive loading at the top of the resonator rod. (The inter
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resonator couplings have a small effect on the resonant frequency). The resonant
frequency occurs when the electrical length of the centre conductor plus the
equivalent length of the end capacitance is a quarter of a wavelength. This length can
be estimated from:
0
0
4
300
fC
Ct
L @+
p
( ) pCL
f
Ct 0
04
300
-= ………………………….………………….10.1
where f0 = 1.8GHz
Ct = Total tap capacitance
C = capacitance per unit length = 
Z
y
C
0e
p = …….10.2
Y = Impedance of free space (376)
Z = line impedance
And  0 = 8.85 x 10-12
After allowing for a 5mm thick lid and bottom on the filter, the length of the outer
conductor is 25mm. If the inner conductor is selected to be 23mm then the capacitor
value necessary for resonance at 1.8 GHz is estimated from equation 10.1, with Z =
65
And C = 0.0512pF/mm, from equation 10.2. Therefore;
FCt 9554.00512.0)2366.41( =´-=\
This is made up of the fringing capacitance and the capacitance between the centre
conductor and the tuning screw. The fringing capacitance is about 8.5dpF x 10-12 =
0.267pF [17] so the capacitance of the tuning screws gap has to be around 0.69pF.
The diameter of the centre rod is 10mm and that of the tuning screw is 6mm so the
expected gap, S using an average diameter of 8mm is given by;
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A
S
C
rree 0
=
Where 0= 8.854 x 10-12 F/m
And  r = 1
 A = r 2 = (4 x 10-3)2
C = 0.69pF
A
C
S
ree 0
=\
S = ( (8.854 x 10-12) x (5.026 x 10-5) )/ (0.69 x 10-12) = 0.65mm
This is a rather small value but should still enable the filter tuning to be reasonable.
There are a number of ways to connect into a filter [17]. In this case, it was decided to
connect the centre pin of the coaxial SMA connector directly onto the resonator rods
This is illustrated in Figure 10.3, below.
        To SMA connector
Figure 10.3: Diagram of resonator rod  coupled directly to the SMA connector at
input and output
The coupling, referred to as the external Q (Qext) is then controlled by the position of
the tap point along the resonator rod. Dishal [27] has given an approximate equation
to help determine this position
÷
ø
ö
ç
è
æ
=
L
lZ
rR
QEXT
2
sin
1
4 201
0
p
p
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where 
ú
ú
ú
û
ù
ê
ê
ê
ë
é
=
p
p
d
b
e
b
Z
tanh4
log138 1001
QEXT is specified by the filter requirements
R0 is the input impedance (50)
L is the rod length
l is the tap position from ground
e is the spacing from rod centre to end wall.
This was used as a starting point and the precise tap point obtained empirically. This
is done as follows;
The superstar model was used to determine the group delay of S11 for a single
resonator. This is shown in Appendix 8, and is approximately 6ns at the centre
frequency of 1.8GHz. The group delay for the filter for the first resonator was then
measured and the position of the tap point adjusted (simply by drilling holes at given
points along the resonator rod), until the required group delay value was obtained.
This final value was 7.5mm above the ground plane. (A tuning screw was placed
under this to allow the input coupling to be varied). The value of group delay obtained
at this height was slightly less than the ideal value, at 5.75ns. It is better design
practice to underestimate the group delay value than vice versa, for tuning purposes.
The couplings in a combline filter are often set by varying the spacing between the
resonators. The spacings were pre determined in this case by the given physical
dimensions of the filter so the couplings are determined by the size of the iris.
Accurate coupling values as a function of rod spacing have been available for many
years [32] but the situation is more complex when a thick iris is introduced between
the resonators. The method adopted here was simply to start with a very rough
estimate and then empirically adjust the iris depth using the group delay method to
measure the coupling [28]. The coupling iris between resonators 4 and 5 is a partial
width, full height one. This was done to reduce the unwanted cross coupling between
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resonators 3 and 5 and 4 and 6 if a full width, partial height had been used. Since the
coupling between resonators 3 and 6 is very small, the iris was both partial height and
partial width.
In the final filter, a tuning screw can be inserted into the iris to increase the coupling
by around 20%. Consequently, the final iris dimensions were selected to give the
coupling values about 5-10% less that the theoretical value. The iris dimensions are
shown in Appendix 6.
The capacitive cross coupling is very small (0.00152pF) and with the relatively low Q
(~1000) of the resonators, the Qk (k = coupling coefficient = 0.00038) product is too
small (<<5) for accurate measurement. The cross coupling was determined in the final
filter by adjusting the probe length until the transmission nulls were approximately at
the frequencies required. Fine adjustment of the coupling and hence the position of
the nulls was achieved by the tuning screws between the coupling probe and the
centre rods of resonators 2 and 7.
10.2 Filter Assembly
The final filters were machined as per the drawings and all metal pieces, including the
tuning screws were silver plated. All mating surfaces were cleaned with acetone prior
to assembly and the surfaces then wiped clean. The resonator rods were screwed
firmly in place, the cross coupling probe (made from a piece of semi rigid cable)
pushed in place and then the lid screwed down. The tuning screws were then inserted
and each resonator shorted by gently inserting the tuning screw until the screw just
touched the resonator rod. Two photographs have been taken of the filter. Figure 10.4
shows the filter with the lid on so that the tuning screws and SMA connectors are
visible. Figure 10.5 is taken with the lid of the filter removed so as to show the eight
resonators inside the structure.
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Figure 10.4 Photo of the Filter with the lid on.
Figure 10.5: Filter with the lid off
The final step in the process is then to tune the filter, which has been done with a very
precise method to achieve a filter response, which closely matches the ideal
simulation.
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11.0  The Tuning Process
The filter has been tuned using the group delay technique [28]. This method relates
the group delay of the input reflection coefficient of the tuned resonators to the
coupling coefficients of the inverter coupled filter. As the technique is based on
straightforward mathematical manipulations, the group delay expressions can be
readily manipulated, to be written directly in terms of the element values synthesised
by the program developed. The mathematical substitutions performed to derive
equations relating the group delay and the inductor values for an inverter coupled
filter network are detailed below.
11.1 Derivation of Group Delay Equations in Terms of Inductor Coupling Values
of the Network
The admittance of the couplings, J, for an inverter coupled filter, in terms of the
coupling coefficient k are given below for an inverter coupled filter. By manipulation
of these equations, and a substitution of the relationship between the J values and the
inductor (L) values, for inductive couplings, the coupling coefficient, k can be
expressed directly in terms of the variable L:
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The following equations have been derived for the group delay values of an inverter
coupled filter in [28] for a standard Chebyshev design. Although derived for a
Chebyshev design, the equations for group delay are still valid for the QE n kij
values calculated from the coupling matrix for the generalised Chebyshev.
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and so on, from the general equation given []
The equations given in  1-5 can be related  to these group delay expressions, such that
the group delay values can be directly derived from the coupling values in the matrix,
or the synthesised values of inductance for an inverter coupled resonator network.
To determine the group delay as a function of the inductance L;
For the first group delay value for n = 1; 
w
QE
d
4
1t ,
QE can be expressed as a function of L by manipulating equations 2 and 4;
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Therefore; 
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Substitution of equation 6 into the expression for d1 gives;
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It is then fairly straightforward to derive the rest of the values for d;
For n = 1…5
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The group delay values for cross coupled resonators can also be calculated;
For resonators 1-2-7, with the rest shorted:
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For resonators 1-2-3-6, with the rest shorted:
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The group delay can be similarly be related to M using the following relation, derived
from equations x-y in chapter b.
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The equations in 7 and 8 have been used to determine the theoretical values for the
group delay for both tuning of the filter, and also to calculate the unloaded Q for the
filter.
11.2 Determining the Q of the Resonator
An approximation for the Q of the filter can be obtained using the group delay value
of the first resonator, and the corresponding return loss (S11).
The resonator of the physical filter was tuned to the centre frequency and set to
approximately the value determined theoretically, determined from the expression in
equation set 7 for d1,  ( d1=6ns). Using the network analyser, both the group delay
(of S11) and return loss (S11) were measured. At the centre frequency, the group
delay = 5.75ns and S11=-0.18dB.
The following equation for Q has been derived from [28];
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Therefore, QE = 16.25
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This method tends to underestimate the actual unloaded Q, QU, f the filter due to the
loss in the coupling network. The measured return loss is only -0.168dB. The SMA
connectors alone would contribute at least 0.05dB attenuation to this result, which
leads to a substantial error factor of around 30%.
This Q value obtained has been used to both verify the integrity of the structure, to
ensure it is capable of realising an adequate response and to determine the group delay
values of the filter with loss.
11.3 Determining the Group Delay Values to Tune The Filter to.
Taking into account the loss factor, Q, in the group delay theory is very complicated
and it is much easier to simulate the network, for the appropriate Q value, to obtain
accurate group delay values.  Therefore, using Superstar, the group delay values (of
S11) of the filter were determined for a Q of 1500. The plots of these are given in
Appendix 7.
The theoretical values for the group delay have been calculated (using equation sets 7
and 8), for the inductor values of the network given in Chapter 9. These group delay
values obtained are given in table 11.1. The results for the Superstar simulations are
also given in the table, for comparison.
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Group Delay
for Increasing
Number of
Resonators
ki,i+1  d (ns)
THEORY
 d (ns)
SUPERSTAR
Q = 1500
 d1 6.23 6.02
 d12 k12=k87=0.046989.09 9.40
 d123 k23=k76=0.0335318.48 17.86
 d1234 k34=k65=0.0307919.87 20.52
 d12345 k45=k54=0.0250736.9 35.42
 d1236 k36=k63=0.00571322 461.78
 d127 k27=k72=0.00038140,000 Coupling too
small for
Superstar to
measure.
Table 11.1 Group Delay Values ( of S11 ) the filter (theoretical and for a Q of 1500)
The filter is symmetrical, so the group delay for resonators 1-2 for example (from port
1), would be equal to the group delay of resonators 8-7 (looking in from port 2).
Note that the subscripts of d represent the resonators that the group delay is being
measured over. For example, d123 indicates that the group delay is measured for
resonators 1-2-3 with resonators 4,5,6,7,8 shorted out.
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12.0Tuning the Physical Filter
12.1 Filter Tuning
The group delay tuning method is very accurate, which is important when a very
precise filter response must be obtained. The filter tuning method is described in
detail in Appendix 9. The steps are as follows;
1.0 Resonator 1 was tuned to get the group delay as predicted by Superstar (see
Appendix 7)
2.0 Resonator 2 was then tuned and the coupling between resonators 1 and 2 adjusted
to set the group delay to the required value (Appendix 7). Resonator 1 was
adjusted to maintain the correct response.
3.0 The above procedure was repeated for resonators 3,4 and 5.
4.0 Resonators 4 and 5 were shorted again and the coupling set between resonators 3
and 6
5.0 The coupling between resonators 8,7,6 and 5 were set in the same way.
6.0 With all the coupling values set (except 2-7) the shorted resonators were tuned to
resonance and the tuning screws finely tuned for close to the ideal response
7.0 The coupling between resonators 2 and 7 was adjusted while observing the
position of the transmission nulls.
For the physical filter, the measured group delay values of S11, obtained from the
Network analyser, at the centre frequency of 1.8GHz for the various resonator
combinations are listed below. The plot corresponding to each value is given in the
Appendix 8. The 8 resonators are numbered chronologically, starting from 1 at the
input SMA connector through to the output connector. The group delay values are
symmetrical from either the input or output connector.
Resonator Group Delay (ns)
1 5.75 +/- 10%
1-2 9.3
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1-2-3 18.1
1-2-3-4 20
1-2-3-4-5 38
1-2-3-6 240
The final amplitude and group delay response of the tuned filter have been obtained
and for analysis and comparison with the theoretical model.
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13.0 Physical Filter Response
13.1 Amplitude and Group Delay Response
The key specifications for the filter response were:
Insertion loss <1dB
Return loss >20dB
Group Delay Variation = +/-0.15ns/MHz, rising to +/- 0.25ns/MHz at the band edge
Rejection at 1660MHz    > 85dB
Position of Nulls   = 1660MHz and approximately 1950MHz
From the amplitude response for S21 , shown in Appendix 10. the insertion loss
measured is 0.43dB at 1773MHz, 0.473dB at 1800MHz and 0.494dB at 1827MHz.
Therefore, the average insertion loss of the filter is 0.466dB, well below the
requirement of <1dB. Two measurements of S21 have been taken, as shown on the
graph, so as to illustrate the insertion loss on a fine scale and show the position of the
null, on the larger scale. The null is positioned at 1660MHz on the low frequency side
of the filter (and 1900MHz on the high frequency side). The network analyser
measures the rejection at this point as 84dB. However, this is not an accurate
measurement, as this is at the noise floor of the filter. It is necessary to recalibrate the
analyser for a much smaller frequency band and increase the input power to
accurately determine the rejection of the null and lower the noise floor. This process
allowed the rejection level to be measured, and a rejection of 96dB at 1660MHz was
obtained. Although this rejection is well within the specifications (>85dB), it is less
than the value measured in the theoretical simulation of 112dB.
The null on the high frequency of the response has a much lower rejection than the
corresponding null on the lower frequency side of the passband. This is partially due
to tuning, but predominantly arises because of the inductive couplings between each
resonator. The shunt inductor model for the couplings is in theory, independent of
frequency. However, in the physical world, the two inductors going to ground in the
‘pi’ coupling circuit, better approximate an open rather than a short as frequency
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increases. Therefore, the amplitude response of the filter, using this coupling model
and equivalent physical circuit is degraded as frequency increases. Using capacitive
couplings would have the opposite effect and the response would be degraded on the
lower frequency side.
The return loss is adequate, at >20dB (see figure Appendix 11), for the required actual
bandwidth of the filter, from 1773MHz-1827MHz. The return loss is lower than the
required 20dB at the band edges of the response. However, the bandwidth of the filter
was increased to 100MHz so as to meet the group delay requirements and therefore,
any degradation of the group delay outside of the 1773MHz-1827MHz range is
inconsequential.
The rejection and return loss of the filter are not as good as the ideal model predicted
because of the loss of the filter and the approximations involved in modelling a
physical filter with the inverter coupled network. However, the group delay response
of the physical filter should closely match the theoretical results. This is because the
group delay is not as sensitive to the approximations involved and the loss of the
filter, which would have to be unacceptably high for the group delay to be affected.
The group delay response for S21 f the tuned filter, measured by the network analyser
is given in Appendix 12. From this plot, the variance of group delay at the band edge
of the filter can be obtained. The group delay value at 1827 MHz is 19.506ns and at
1826MHz, the delay is 19.409ns. The difference in delay between these frequencies at
the band edge, of 0.096ns, represents the maximum value of group delay variance for
the filter. This value obtained is similar to that of the theoretical model, which had a
measured group delay change of 0.089ns at the band edge (from 1826MHz-
1827MHz). The specifications of the filter required a group delay with a maximum
variance of  +/-0.15ns/MHz, rising to +/- 0.25ns/MHz at the band edge. As the
maximum change in group delay for the physical filter is 0.096ns/MHz, both
specifications have been met.
Therefore, the physical filter, designed from specifications using the program
developed for an exact design method, has met all requirements outlined by the
customer, Codan.
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From the transmission measurements, it is possible to work out a more accurate Q
value for the filter.
12.1 Revised Q  Calculation
A more accurate calculation of the actual Q factor of the filter can be obtained from
the final amplitude response. The following equation has been derived,  [14,28].
IL
f
Q d 00
2.27 t
=
Where d0 is the time at the centre frequency of the curve of S12.
IL = insertion loss (ripple) in the passband
f0 = 1.8GHz
 d0 =19.4ns
Therefore, substituting these values into the equation for Q gives;
Q = 2200, for the silver plated aluminium structure.
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13.0 Methodology Review
The physical filter response obtained closely approximated the theoretical model.
Although this ultimately verified the entire design process, the limitations of the
method were also highlighted. Deviations from theory arise primarily as a result of the
approximations involved in modelling the physical structure as an LC network. The
loss of the filter is also innate to the physical world, however, this can be incorporated
into simulation programs to more accurately model the response and obtain the group
delay values for tuning. The tuning method used is important as it has to be very
precise to realise a very specific (and demanding) response.
A restriction of the exact method implemented in the program is that it does not take
into account the loss factor of the filter. Therefore, only ideal responses will be
realised by the program, which are simply not possible to replicate exactly in the real
world. However, incorporating the Q of the filter into the program would not only be
very demanding and complicated from a mathematical perspective, but would in
effect undermine the primary purpose of the program. As well as implementing a
generalised solution to filter design, the aim of the entire process was to provide
simplicity of design and effectively, an eloquent mathematical solution.
The best compromise is therefore to “overdesign” the filter so as to provide a margin,
for a relaxed performance of the physical filter. All examples provided, including the
machined and tuned filter have been designed using the program so the response is
better than required. The response realised by the physical filter has verified that by
providing this margin in the ideal design process, and by tuning the filter using the
precise group delay method, the specifications can be met.
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14.0 Conclusion
This thesis has presented an entire process for the design of resonator coupled filters
of narrow to moderate bandwidth. The core of the thesis has been the development to
an “exact” circuit synthesis so that filter responses are no longer restricted to the
conventional Chebyshev or Elliptic responses. This synthesis method allows filter
responses with very sharp rejection rates or flat group delay, or both and asymmetrical
as well as symmetrical responses to be exactly designed in terms of equivalent
circuits. The method can be applied to conventional doubly terminated filters or to
singly terminated designs forming part of a diplexer or multiplexer. The synthesis
method generates a coupling matrix which determines the couplings between
resonators and the resonant frequency of each resonator. It is the couplings between
non-adjacent resonators which are used to insert real transmission zeros in the
response to increase the rejection or imaginary transmission zeros to flatten the group
delay.
The method is general and exact in that realisation of the coupling matrix will
generate the mathematical response predicted. The coupling matrix is represented in
equivalent circuit form by inverter coupled resonators with the resonators represented
by a standard LC circuit and the inverters by either capacitive or inductive networks.
This enables a wide variety of actual physical filters using microstrip, coaxial,
waveguide or dielectric resonators to be synthesised.
Once the inverter coupled resonator circuit is derived from the coupling matrix, the
commercial program Superstar is used to verify the performance of the filter. As well
as predicting the return loss, amplitude and group delay response, Superstar is used to
optimise the response, if necessary, to incorporate the effect of real filters such as
finite Q (ie. loss) and to calculate the group delay responses for precision tuning.
The use of the group delay of S11 t  tune the filter enables the actual filter response to
be set very precisely to the response determined by the coupling matrix. This removes
the random element from filter tuning so that the final response should match the
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predicted response after allowing for factors such as loss and ultimately, non ideal
behaviour of the inverters and resonators.
The thesis has gone through the full process of filter design and manufacture; from
initial specifications, to filter synthesis, equivalent circuit model, physical layout and
finally the tuned filter. The methods and equations for each step are given in this
thesis and where equations are not available, empirical methods to determine circuit
parameters are listed.
Although the method has been applied to a cross coupled combline filter represented
by admittance inverter coupled shunt resonators, it is entirely general and can be
applied to virtually any type of physical resonator and coupling mechanism.
The practical results verify the integrity of the whole process for efficient and elegant
design of filters to meet very stringent specifications. The errors in the original paper,
which formed the basis for the synthesis section of the design have been corrected and
the method has been further generalised. The thesis has been set out so that relatively
inexperienced engineers can follow the design process and the Matlab code has been
included in the appendix.
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14.0 Future Work
The methodology for the exact synthesis program has been established and
implemented. This process can be improved in three main ways:
1. Expand Program
2. Include extra physical effects such as frequency dependent coupling networks
in synthesis
3. Better approximate the physical modelling of the resonator (More than a
simple LC).
Although the method implemented in the program is completely general, the program
does have limitations. The basic Matlab synthesis program developed generates
solutions for filters for up to 4-finite transmission nulls and for 4-8 resonators. As all
of the general mathematics has been developed, extending the program functionality
(for greater than 4 prescribed nulls and more than 8 resonators) is fairly
straightforward, however, it is very time demanding. It may also be useful to
incorporate the mathematics for deriving the group delay values from the coupling
matrix directly into the program (Chapter 12). Then, the ideal coupling values the
filter must be tuned to would be realised with the filter network.
A further option may be to convert the program from Matlab code to C code, as C
code is much faster. However, this will only be required once the program has been
developed in further detail such that the running time of the program becomes a
consideration. (At present, the program takes a few seconds to synthesise a filter
network from specifications). Developing the mathematics of the program further
may involve the inclusion of extra physical effects of the network and also to improve
the network model of the physical filter.
As noted in the comparison of the physical filter with the theoretical model, the
response of the actual filter deviates from that of the basic network model. As this is
partly attributed to the approximations involved in modelling the physical filter with
an LC network, improving the circuit model will enable filters to be realised, which
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more accurately correspond to their  “exact” synthesised response. That is, the
coupling values obtained using the program will be derived from better mathematical
approximations for the physical filter. This improved model may incorporate
frequency dependent behaviour of the couplings and the physical properties of
resonators.
For example, for coaxial filters, a quarter wavelength resonator will resonate at both
the centre frequency and also at three times the centre frequency, 3f0, The combline
filter designed, with 1/8 wavelength resonators, will have an extra resonance at greater
than 4 times the centre frequency. This additional resonance is not taken into account
in the basic inverter coupled resonator structure. It would however, be possible to
model this effect using two series resonators, instead of one, each resonating at the
appropriate frequency.
Presently, the responses synthesised by the program are “exact” for an ideal filter and
are based on a general coupled resonator structure, enabling a wide range of filter
types to be synthesised. However, as the physical characteristics of filters are specific
to the filter type, taking into account the various properties of each filter structure
would require the program to be categorised, synthesising responses corresponding
the filter type.
Implementing the mathematics required in order to include the various effects and
characteristics of physical filter structures is not a trivial task. However, it would
ultimately refine the process of synthesising the response for certain filter types. This
would allow for more accurate, precise filter responses and eliminate the degree of
estimation, presently required to take into account any uncertainty in the response of
the final filter
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